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Twelve Pages
In Our 94th Year

Member of Associated Press

Skylab Space Station
Develops New Problem

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
Reading somewhere about
not acting too quickly on an
issue. The writer said "There
should be time for thoughts to
ferment, for ideas to surface".
We thought that was well put.
Then we read a letter to the
editor in some newspaper in
which the writer said: "I was
always taught to respect a
woman, never to use profanity
in their presence, never strike a
woman, and always to believe
that next to God, a woman was
supreme."
Odd, but we were brought up
the same way. The only one who
can change this thinking is
woman herself.
Some women libbers apparently object to this type of
philosophy, since to them, it is
demeaning.
Who says the weather does
not affect the way a person
feels? Woke up this morning
and just the fact that the sun
was shining in the window made
us feel good.
You can will how you feel
also. Dale Carnegie says when
you get up in the morning, look
in the mirror, no matter how
horrible you look , and say "I
feel good, I feel good." Say this
two or three times and smile
even though it hurts your face
and by golly it really makes you
feel better. Don't whisper it, say
it out loud to yourself. It works.
WWing how you feel Is a
difficult task, but with practice
you can have a definite control
over bow you feel, no matter
how you feel.
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We are sorry to hear that
graduate studies in French,
Spanish and German have been
discontinued at Murray State.
This is a blow to the status of the
university. We've got to find out
the reason this took place. We
hope the reasoning behind it is
sound.
We need now,more than ever,
to learn to communicate with
people of other nations. We
cannot expect them to learn
English in order to speak with
us. We must take some
initiative and learn their
language. For instance, we
have an entire continent to our
south where Spanish is spoken,
except for Portuguese in
Brazil—and they can probably
understand Spanish, too. There
are few things that make a
person feel as well as speaking
to someone from another nation
in their own language.

SURPRISED—Krista Kennedy was recently crowned the 1973 Murray High Prom Queen.Elsolleg
wkile
Krista a bouquet of flowers is Ray Lane. Knits is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Keith Remedy
Lane.
Norman
and
Mrs.
Mr.
of
son
Ray is the
( Photo by Dennis Jews)

Farmland Price
Here on Upswing
To what extent has the value
of farmland in Calloway County
increased in recent years? How
does the local rise compare with
what is happening in other
areas'
Because of the mounting
demand for acreage, by farmers as well as by others, there
has been active bidding for
most of the land that has been
put up for sale. As a result,
prices have been shooting
skyward.
Nationally, in the past year
alone, the upward surge has
amounted to more than 9 percent, states the Department of
Agriculture. That' was the
biggest annual increase since
1951. In 1971, the rise was 4.2
percent.
The developments have had
their effect in Calloway County.
Nine years ago, when the 1964
Census of Agriculture was
taken, farm real estate
averaged $189 per acre locally.
That was for the land and the
buildings on it.
And for the State of Kentucky,
as a whole, the average was
$175 per acre.
Since then there has been a
major shift upward. The latest
report from the Department of
Agriculture lists the valuation

Charles Lane Is
Charged In Second
Theft In County
Charles Lane has been
charged on a second theft,
according to County Sheriff
Clyde Steele. Lane had
previously been charged with
cattle rustling.
Steele reported that Lane has
been charged in a break-in at
the home of Hays Sheppard,
east of Alma. The sheriff said
that around 140 in chash, a
watch, some clothes, and some
groceries were taken in the
break-in.
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Fair and not so cool tonight,
low in the mid 40s. Wednesday
partly cloudy and warmer, high
in the mid 70s. Thursday partly
cloudy with slight chance of a
shower.
Kentilcky's-,extended outlook—
Thursday through Saturday.
Chance • ef scatteeed light
showers Thursday. Fair Friday
and Saturday. Cool Thnreday
and Friday with lows in the 4es
and highs in the lower '70s.
Warmer Saturday with lows in
the 50s and highs around 70.

throughout the state, as of
November, 1972, as $296 per
acre.
On that basis, assuming that
the average rate of increase in
the state applies locally, farmland values in Calloway
Counly have climbed to approximately 8319 per acre.
The statewide increase in
Kentucky since 1964, 89 percent,
56 percent
compares with
nationally and with 78 percent
In the Appalachian States.
More than half the land that is
changing hands is being bought
by farmers who want to enlarge
their present holdings to a size
that can utilize farm machinery
more effectively and profitably.
As tor me remainder, most of
It is being
acquired for
operation as a unit from farmers who are retiring or from
the estates of those who have
died.
In some localities, also, other
factors are influencing land
prices. Near metropolitan and
suburban areas, substantial
acreage is shifting to urban use.
Rising land values are important to farmers, notes the
Federal Reserve Bank of
Chicago. "Such gains improve
their net worth and thus their
dent-carrying capacity."

Superlatives Named For
Senior Class, Calloway
Superlatives of the Senior
Class of Calloway County High
School, selected by the students,
have been announced.
Named as most likely to
succeed were Dale Arnold, eon
of Mr. and Mrs. Joe H. Arnold,
Murray Route Six, and Stacy
Adams, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Cody W. Adams, Farmington Route One.
Darrell Gibson, son of Rev.
Roy E. Gibson,
and Mrs.
Murray Route Five and Wendy
Williarns, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Roger WOMB, MWMI,
were named as most talented.
Voted as most athletic were
Jerry Duncan, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Gerald Duncan, Murray
Route Three, and Marsha
Ernatberger, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Tommy Ernstberger,
Murray Route Five.
Thomas Smith, son of John E.
Smith and Mrs. Ruble Smith
Spann of Alma Route One, and
Vicki Humphreys, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Humphreys
of Hazel Route One, were
named as most studious.
The most school spirit honor
went to Roger Dale Brandon,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Brandon of Murray Route Four,
and Kathy Crowell, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Crowell
of Murray Route Five
Named as most cooperative
were Bobby Rowland. son of

Gray Tells Senate That FBI
Found No Link To White House
WASHINGTON (AP) — L.
Patrick Gray III told Senate investigators the FBI never found
any link connecting the White
House with the Watergate wiretapping, an official digest of
Gray's remarks shows.
Gray was further quoted as
saying John W. Dean III assured him that he was relaying
FBI reports directly and regularly to President Nixon.
Gray's remarks indicate he
was unaware of the top-level
coverup of the affair, or of reported attempts to enlist the
CIA in the effort.
Gray quit as acting director
of the FBI April 27, and Dean
was fired three days later from
his post as presidential counsel.
The digest of Gray's remarks
flatly contradicts some earlier
news accounts. Intended for
private use by the Senate's special Watergate investigating
committee, it was made availabre to The Associated Press
by a Senate source.
Gray was interviewed by the
Senate committee's staff last
Thursday, and conflicting news
accounts—based on various
sources—began to surface late
CUBA SPEAKER
Dr. Ray Mofield, chairman of
the Department'of Communications, Murray State
University, will be the featured
speaker at the commencement
exercises at Cuba High School
on Monday, May 21, at eight
p.m.

the following day.
Some quoted Gray as saying
he had told Nixon of high-level
White House involvement in the
case, while another said Gray
had reported that John D. Ehrllchman tried to impede the
FBI's investigation and that
Gray had reported this to Nixon.

CAPE KENNEDY, Fla.(AP)
— The crippled Skylab space
station developed a new problem today when temperatures
of 100 degrees were recorded
inside the laboratory. The
space agency called it a serious
problem but still hoped to
launch three astronauts to link
up with the station on Sunday.
"It's too early to tell if we're
in an unmanageable situation,"
reported flight director Neil
Hutchinson. ''But the Skylab
cluster is hot and it's a problem that we'll have to be able

But the digest of Gray's remarks shows he was aware
only of "confusion" that he
didn't consider normal for such
an investigation, and that he
told Nixon he thought this resuited from "either carelessness or indifference" by
White House aides.
(See Gray,Page12

Clyde A. Rowland of Murray
Route Two and Hilda Rowland
of Indianapolis, Ind., and
Paulette Ross, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. James Ross of
Murray.
Receiving most popular
honors were Danny Cosisey, son
of Mr and Mrs. John G. Costley
of Murray Route Three, and
Gale Broach, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Ray T. Broach, of
Murray Route One.
Best personality honors went
to Graves Burkeen. son of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles M. Burkeen,
of Murray Route Three, and
Suzy Hall, daughter of Mr. and
(See Superlatives,Page 12

to solve if the mission is to con- extend properly.
The panels are designed to
Hutchinson also reported a convert the sun's energy to
problem with a stabilizing gyro- electrical power. With two panscope in the spaceship control els inoperative, the power supply of the Skylab was cut in
system
difficulties
half.
the
to
add
These
Skylab 1 astronauts Charles
of space agency experts who
are trying to salvage three Conrad Jr., Dr. Joseph P. Kermanned missions from Amer- win and Paul J. Weitz were to
have ridden another rocket into
ica's first space station.
The laboratory was launched space today to link up with the
unmanned into a perfect 272- station for a 28-day space admile high orbit Monday, but venture.
But the space agency late
suffered a severe blow when
two of six solar panels failed to Monday postponed the astro-

Creason Will Be At
Library Thursday
Joe Creason, newspaper
columnist and author, will be at
the Calloway County Public
Library on Thursday, May 17,
from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. for an
autograph party and to meet
with patrons, according to
library spokesman.
Creason has recently had a
new book, "Joe Creason's
Kentucky," published and theme
books will be on sale that day.
The columnist, a native of
Benton and former employee of
the Ledger & Times, was
scheduled to be here April 6.
for a speaking engagement,
but illness forced him to cancel
this date.
The public is invited to visit
with Mr. Creason on Thursday,a library spokeeznan said.

Five-Day Plan To Stop Smoking
y
To Be Offered Again In Murra
sessions
Smokers who want to kick the
habit will have their chance
under a special Five-Day- Plan
to be conducted here by a
medical-ministerial team at the
Community Room, Murray
Federal Savings and Loan
Assoc., 606 Main.
The Plan consists of regular
evening group therapy sessions,
films, and a daily personal
control program for home or
work. It has been successful
over a period of more than eight
years in major cities around
the world.
Conducting the program
locally will be Bob Williams,
anesthetist at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital, and
Bill Strong, Pastor of the
Murray Seventh-Day Adventist

Sally DuFord's Asket Basket'
Offers Weekly Menus Home Tips
Taste buds jaded by winter?
How about some perky
springtime recipes? For now,
how about "Oriental Peas," or
"Mississippi Mud Cake"?
And would you like some tips
on how to put variety and attractiveness into menus and
still hold down the grocery bill?
Then watch for a new weekly
column making its debut
Wednesday in The Ledger &
Times.
Meet Sally DuFord and her
column, "The Asket Basket "
Each week her column will
contain recipes, homemaking
to
answers
and
hints
questions. Readers will be
Invited to submit questions
about cooking, sewing, canning,
cleaning, knitting and the like.
The best questions will be
printed in Sally's column. - --1
Readers will be invited to
respond with their answers, and
the best answers—along with
Sally's own comments—will be
printed the next week.
Sally DuFord is well qualified
to write such a column. Trained
as a dietitian, she holds a

Sally DeFord
degree in nutrition based on
studies at David Lipscomb
College in Nashville and Wayne
State University in Detroit.
She interned for a year at a
Veterans Administration
hospital in Houston, spent two
years as staff dietitian at the VA
hospital in Dearborn, Mich.;
three years as chief dietitian at
Doctors Hospital in Detroit, two
years as nutrition instructor at
Mt. Sinai Hospital School of
Nursing in Cleveland and three

nauts' liftoff until Sunday to
give experts a chance to work
out a new flight plan adapted to
the reduced power supply.
The failure of the two solar
panels to deploy was traced to
a mishap 63 seconds after
launching of the Saturn 5 rocket when an aluminum micrometeorite shield ripped away
from the side of Skylab, damaging or jamming the wing-like
devices.
Hutchinson said the absence
of the shield, only six-hun(See Skylab,Page 12

years as dietary consultant at a
nursing home in Aurora.
In 1971 she moved to Nashville and became nutritionist
for the supplemental foods
program of the Metropolitan
Health Department. In that job
she used her training to help
lower-income families to make
the moat out of staples supplied
through the supplemental food
Program.
On top of that, she currently is
seeking a master's degree in
foods and nutrition at Murray
State University.
The DuFords moved last
September to Springville.
Tennessee, near Paris. Her
husband, Harry, is in the
wholesale auto transportation
business. The couple has two
children, Rhusa, age 12 and
Carrie, age 5.
Watch for Sally's "Asket
Basket" Wednesdays....and be
ready to help her out with a
homemaking question or answer. Her address: The Asket
Basket, c-o Sally DufFord,
Route 1, Springville, Tenn.
382e16.

Church. Group therapy
will be held at 7:30 p.m. each
evening, beginning Sunday
night, May 20, and lasting five
nights through May 24, 1973.
Sponsored by the Murray
Seventh-Day Adventist Church
as a Community Service, the
Five-Day Plan aims to help
improve the health of the
community and to contribute to
the national physical-fitness
Strong explained.
program,
Already held successfully in
cities all across the United
States and Canada, as well as in
Murray last fall, the Five-Day
Plan to Stop Smoking features
such topics as the psychological
and physical aspects of the
habit, how craving can be
(See Smokers,Page 12)

Paschall
Awarded
Damages
Paschall Truck Linea was
awarded $1,736.72 in a civil suit
heard Monday in Calloway
Circuit Court, according to the
office of Circuit Court Cleia
James Blalock.
The suit involved an accident
on July 7, 1972 between a car
driven by David H.Erwin, and a
Paschall truck, a clerk's office
spokesman siad.
The suit of Coates vs
Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co.,
Inc., will be heard today. The
civil suit also involves an auto
accident which occurred on
September 14, 1971, between a
Goodyear truck, and a car
driven by James W. Coates
The suit ask., for $100,000 in
damages from Goodyear for
Bonnie J. Coates and $50,000 in
damages for James W. Coates
making a total of $150,000,
according to Blalock's office.

In Watergate Coverup

Walters Accuses Former Aides
Of Trying To Enlist CIA Help
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
No. 2 man in the Central Intelligence Agency reportedly
has accused former White
House aides H.R. Haldeman,
John D. Ehrlichman and John
W. Dean III of trying to enlist
CIA help in a Watergate coyerup.
CIA Deputy Director Vernon
A. Walters testified in secret
Monday before the Senate
Armed Services Committee.
Later Sen. Stuart Symington,
D-Mo., said Walters had testified that Haldeman, Ehrlich
elan and Dean were "heavily
involved" in efforti to. misuee
,the CIA. Another source said
oW effort had -heeri a Watergate coverup.
The account dovetails with
KAREN MCCLURE, right, was presented a check for MO for being named as' recipient of the
Annette Schmidt Art Scholarship award, given annually by the Creative Arts Department of the statements by former acting
FBI chief L. Patrick Gray III.
Murray Woman's Club. Mrs. A.W. Russell, chairman of the department made the Presentation.

dered Gray to cancel a meeting
set up to straighten out the
matter between the CIA and
FBI.
Gray said he and Walters
agreed this "confusion" was
"not normal," and the two
agreed that Gray should tell
President Nixon.
Gray talked to Nixon by telephone that same day, July 6,
blamed the matter on "either
carelessness or indifference"
by White House aides, and
warned Nixon that "this could
be injurious to the agencies and
_could wound the President."
COMMENCEMENT
The witnesses are two men
SPEAKER
president_
Sparks,
Jihtise names hppesred • on
Dr. Harry
of Murray State University, will Checks that passed through the
s
be the speaker at the com- Nixon campaign headquarter
bank
Miami
the
in
Farlanded
at
and
exereises
mencement
mington High School to be held account of Bernard L. Barker,
See Watergate, Page 12
Monday. May 21, at eight p m

He testified before Senate Watergate investigators last week,
and The Associated Press has
obtained an official written digest of his remarks.
Gray said Walters got the
FBI to postpone interviews with
two Watergate witnesses last
year on grounds the CIA had
"some interest" in them.
Walters later conceded under
pressure that the CIA actually
had no interest whatsoever in
the two, Gray said, but not before Ehrlichman personally or-
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Rest In Plastic
In Canada, plastic coffins soon will be in
production. The Wall Street Journal quotes
developers as saying the product "looks and feels
like expensive hardwood coffins,", but the plastic
ones are lighter and potentially cheaper than wood
or some steel models. We approve of lightening the
burden for pallbearers who carry the coffin and the
families who pay for it.—The occupant will be just as
comfortable.—Charleston (S.C.) News and Courier.
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Schlesinger May
Be Tight-Fisted

By FRED S. HOFFMAN
AP Military Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) — If
James R. Schlesinger lives up
ILIDGEL•TIM= 1/Li
to his record, tr will be one of
the most tight-fisted defense
Vandalism has been reported at some churches
secretaries in history.
located out in the county, according to Calloway
Back when he was a top offiCounty Judge Hall Hood.
cial of President Nixon's budget office, Schlesinger forced
Awards Day was held diking the chapel program
through billions of dollars in deat Murray High School on May 12. Supt. Zelna Carter
fense cuts.
and Principal W.B. Moser presided.
Now that he has been named
A Boy Scout Camporee will be held May 15-17 at
to become secretary of defense,
the site, one mile east of Brewers on the Moyer
the armed services and many
civilian officials at the Pentafarm.
gon are wondering whether he
Mr. and Mrs. td Dale Riggins and baby of Union
will be as zealous in holding
City. Tenn., were the weekend guests of their
down military spending.
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Bailey Riggins and Mr. and
Officials who have served unMrs. Dewey Crass.
der him in a series of key posts
say they are willing to bet on
It.
Youngest man ever chosen
secretary of defense, the 44year-old Schlesinger has had
For the Son of man is come to seek and to save
perhaps broader preparation
that which was lost. Luke 19:10.
than any who preceded him.
If Jesus came to earth jor this purpose. and we
His expertise in national-seclaim to be followers of Him, should we not also be curity issues, particularly nuclear weaponry, dates back at
seeking to save the lost?
least a decade to his experience
as director of strategic studies
at the Rand Corp., a "think
tank" which conducts sensitive
analyses for defense agencies.
by Carl Riblet Jr.
Later, as chairman of the
There are some advantages in reaching the age of
Atomic Energy Commission,
50, although I don't know of anyone who is
Schlesinger directed work on
exhuberantly happy about it. At 50 we don't unnuclear-weapons advances.
Be sharpened his managederstand how to live any better than we. did at 25—
tools in supervising a mament
but we know it.
jor streamlining of the AEC
"With steady foot and even pace
and then put those tools to use
I tread the milky way;
again during his brief tour as
I've youth without its levity,
Central Intelligence Agency director, where he started to
Age without decay."
chop deadwood.
—Daniel Defoe
Schlesinger came to the CIA
from the AEC only a little
more than three months ago,
but he already had deep involvement in intelligence matBy action of the Governing
of residential, commercial and ters. He was credited with fashCouncil on May 7, 1973, Ftalph.T:_ rural property appraisals. In ioning a landmark reorganizacomWaldrop has been awarded the
1973 courses are being given on tion of the government's
M.A.I. designation of the
more than fifteen college and plex intelligence community
as assistant diAmerican Institute of Real
university campuses while serving
President's Office
Estate Appraisers. This M.A.I.
throughout the United States. rector of the
designation was awarded after
Waldrop has served as of Management and Budget.
It is customary for presidents
six years of continuing study on
President of the Kentucky
praise their nominees, and
to
which
Waldrop,
the part of Mr.
Association
of
Realtors,
by callincluded courses at the
Present President of the Nixon followed custom
"exceptionally
University of Georgia and the
Mayfield Board of Realtors, ing Schlesinger
University of Indiana. It also
Past President of the Mayfield well-equipped" to provide
included comprehensive ap- Board of Realtors, Past strong leadership at the Pentapraisal reports submitted to the
President of the Mayfield '— gon.
But this public praise was
Institute on residences, farms, Graves County Chamber of
private by many offiand commercial properties,
Commerce, Past President of echoed in
Waldrop, is one of seventy- the Lions Club, and was named cials. The term most used to
one persons receiving this the Kentucky Realtor of the describe him was "tough."
The Harvard -educated
designation nationally, and one
Year in 1969.
of two Realtors in the State of
He is presently a Director on Schlesinger, an economist,
Kentucky receiving this award the Four Rivers Council, Boy achieved that reputation at the
this year.
Scouts of America, owner of OMB where, more than once,
The American Institute of Waldrop & Waldrop Realtors, he went to the mat with thenReal Estate Appraisers was President of Four Rivers Secretary of Defense Melvin R.
founded in 1932 and is the only Mortgage Company, Mayfield, Laird, an administration power.
"He was not one of Laird's
appraisal arid Chairman of the Board of
professional
organization associated with Riverview Investment Com- favorite people,' said one OMB
the National Association of pany, Louisville, tine! Director official recalling some of those
-Realtors.- A pioneer in the' of Franklin' Mallet Cor- clashes.
" Schlesinger Is vredtteddevelopment of appraisal poration, Louisville.
a
textbook studies in the United
Waldrop, 1r married to the- Jorcing the Navy' to accept
beships
older
junking
of
policy
given
coureewas
States,ita first
former Mary Julia Moore &Ki
In 1935 at the University of they have five children, Greg, Imuse they We+w too costly t6
ward a
jot
Chicago. It has since developed Tommy, Alex, Julie, and Jim. maintain and moving
t. The
a series of nine intensive They reside at 607 Backusburg sraaller but modern
braced
Navy has recently
courses in the basic techniques Road, Mayfield, Kentucky.

this view in its arguments before Congress.
"Schlesinger was exceedingly
tough on the defense budget,"
an OMB source said.

Nazareth To
Host Music
Club Banquet

Bible Thoughtfor Today

Isn't It The Truth!

Waldrop Is Awarded MAI

HUNTINGTON, W.Va. 4A13 1
— The president of Ashland Oil,
Inc., says a gasoline shortage
could cause a 10 per cent increase in prices as early as this
summer.

Mr. Larson makes the imThe Right To Work
Dr. Emerson R. Schmidt's portant point that "exclusive
"We are already rationing
new book "Union Power and representation compels the gas within the industry," said
on
been
have
may
who
employe,
The Public Interest" is an
Robert Yancey. "As that pracimportant text for our time. In the job years before the union tice continues, there will be
union
the
accept
te
along,
carne
the
this work, published by
some small and independent
Institute for Humane Studies at as his exclusive agent in dealing dealers who will be shut down
soMenlo Park, Calif., Dr. Schmidt with his employer." In the
"But if you think it will be
makes clear that the monopoly called—agency" plan, which is
power of the labor unions is being pushed in South Carolina, hard to buy gas this summer,
causing inflation and other for exampple, union officials wait until next winter when tha
economic dislocations. Labor are given the sovereign power fuel oil demand is up."
laws, he notes, have effectively to tax—to compel a worker who
Yancey said plans for a new
exempted labor organizations doesn't desire to be represented Ashland Oil refinery, at an as
from the discipline of market by a union to buy from a union yet undetermined site in the
agent the privilege of keeping
competition.
Ohio Valley, have reached engi
This is a u-uth which needs his job.
stages.
These and other aspects of the neering
‘
restating at a time when prices
ItagjempoT.-..29"'>--,
Sunday on
appeared
spelled
be
He
should
tyranny
union
are soaring. George Meany,
head of the AFL-CIO, is calling out in every state in the nation. WSAZ-TV's At Issue.
for a rollback of prices, but no Once the public truly unAlso on the show was Sam
one asks for a ceiling on Mr. derstands the special privileges McMullan, manager of Armco
Meany's demands or a rollback and powers sought by unions Steel Co.'s Ashland, Ky., plant.
of union wage settlements and their captive legislators, .who said price increases anwhich have forced prices up- the country is likely to get not nounced by U. S. Steel Corp
only more state right-to-work will be matched by the entire
ward.
but the national right-to- industry.
laws
Congress
run,
long
the
In
must deal with the monopoly work law now being sought by
"We've been trying to get a
power of the labor unions. Rep. Sam Steiger of Arizona price hike for months..,and the
Unions must be subjected to the and other concerned members boom in business should continsame anti-trust legislation of Congress.
ue after the increases,"
which forbids private business
McMullan said.
Superior Lake
from exercising monopoly
Copiiry News Service
power. In the short term,
Lake Superior is large
Greenland, the world's largest
however, the only restraints on enough to contain the states of
Island. is four times the size of
unbridled union power are the Connecticut, Delaware, HaFrance, and three times the size
right-to-work laws in effect in a waii, Maryland and New Jerof Texas.
number of states. These laws, to sey combined.
be sure, aren't simply
***********
safeguards against unchecked ********
union power but essential
CENTRAL
protection for the individual
NEW YORK (UPI)—
worker.
CENTER
Instead of searching for a
Sometimes right-to-work laws
CINEMAS
perhaps
"fountain" of youth
are presented solely as
or Th. Finnol In Moni• fnlortelnrnont
753-0881
Ponce De Leon ought to have
protection for a free economic
hunted for an apricot orchard.
system, but that's only part of
Some evidence exists that
the story. Lewis Powell, now a
apricots have something to do
Justice of the U.S. Supreme
with longevity. You can accept
ATTENTION SCREAMERS!!
it as is—or with a grain or two
Court, made this point a few
the
of salt. Nevertheleas,
DOUBLE HORROR FEATURE
years ago when he wrote: "The
apricot's link to longer life is
threat to the enterprise system
in
forged
Hunts.
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economics. It also is a threat to
state in northwest Pakistan. It
individual freedom."
has what authorities consider
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an unusually high number of
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Asir lives. Apricot trees are
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the United States. It is directed
considered important enough to
against employers, employes,
will to a loved one upon death.
Those who have been there
consumers, suppliers and
say it is not uncommon to see an
distributors. "At times," writes
80-year-old working aide by
Dr. Schmidt, "the threat may
(u.
howtime
side in the fields with 30 and
be psychological, or implicit, as
60-year-olds. Or playing
:15-5:00
threatening
a
In
of
case
the
volleyball riding horseback or
10:15
midnight telephone call." Dr.
walking 10 miles a day.
officials,
"Union
adds:
Schmidt
Hunzathe
The l°^4 life of
kuta was first noticed by Dr.
and some politicians, at times
HOW MANY FACES
Robert C. McCarrison, an Engin high dudgeon, defend 'labor's
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DOES MURDER WEAR?
lish physician, in the 1920s. He
right to strike,' but rarely if
was astounded to find the abever point out that to be efsence of diseases such as canfective, the unions must be able
cer, ukers, heart conditions and
to prevent—by force, if
tooth decay.
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necessary,—the hiring of other
3:45-5:35-7:25-9:15
fed laboratory animals a Hunza
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Apricots are a staple, eaten
Maryland who spoke out
fresh during summer and dried
for eating during winter. Juice
against "a growing pattern of
made from soaked and
violence against nonunion
squeezed dried apricots is used
contractors." At Morgan State
as a laxative.
College in Maryland, two nonNow here's where the grain
union men were beaten and a
of salt comes in: important as
shed was set afire near a library
the apricot is, however it is only
From the Master of Shock,
one key to long life spans in
under construction. At Towson
Hunzakutland. Isolated from
A Shocking Masterpiece
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the rest of the world, much lace
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burned.
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supply of blood to the heart. a substantial way. But they
"World's
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are
I)iet habits also
haven't given up hope of
important. There is little salt knocking out state right-to-work
and relatively no processed laws which protect workers
sugar available in !Ionia.
Combine this with a scarcity of against the worst union abuses.
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and fruit, and you have what in the extreme. They want to
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modern science calls the ideal assert control over the entire
problems,
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The Thule people who settled when a union achieves the
the Arctic coast 10 centuries support of 50 per cent plus one of
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drivebm crazy'
thereby
gable
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for
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as
bones
sive
insofar as ;gaga,
4illkses. When climatic changes sovereignty,
hours and working conditions
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ended whale catching, they
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abandoned their villages for ig- ployes including those who do
loo hunting camps and pursued not to wish to be represented by
the union "
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20 Years Ago Today

Shortage Could Mean
Higher Gas Prices

(9ff

41.Wa.

Ten Years Ago Today
Funeral services were held today for James David
Allen, age 14, who drowned May 13 in a pond near his
home at Cadiz.
New officers for the Murray Woman's Club are
Mrs. C.C. Lowry, president, Mrs. Jack Kennedy,_
first vice, Mrs. Bill Thurman, second vice, Mrs.
Castle Parker, recording secretary, Mrs. John _
Nanny, corresponding secretary, and Mrs. Robert
W. Huie, treasurer.
Mr. and Mrs. Yandall Wrather left today to attend
the 25th anniversary of the Kiwanis Club of West
Liberty. Wrather is a charter member of that club.
Zane Cunningham has been selected as this year's
outstanding alumni member of Sigma Lambda Iota,
Murray State honorary administration fraternity.

Oil Spokesman Says

Plans continue at Nazareth
College, Nazareth, Kentucky,
for the state convention of the
Kentucky Federation of Music
Clubs, an affiliate of the
National Federation of Music
Clubs, to be held on May 1&19.
As a part of this convention a
Diamond Jubilee Banquet,
commemorating the 75th Anniversary of the National
Federation of Music Clubs, will
be held on Friday, May 18, at
6:30 p.m. Mrs. William B.
Gentry, Jr. is chairman of the
banquet.
Mrs. Dwight B. Robinson.
Vice-President of tne Northeastern Region, will be the
guest speaker. Mrs. Robinson is
from Athens, Ohio.
Two vocalists, who were
audition winners in the Dixie
District of the National
Federation of Music Clubs, will
be presented. They are Deborah
Lawson
and
Barry
L.
McGauley, both students of
Joan-Lorna Bonnemann at
Eastern Kentucky University.
They will be singing at the
banquet.
The
past
president's
assembly will be honored at this
time.
On Saturday at 11:30 a.m.,
May 19, Miss Debbie Reed,
vocalist, of Boston, Kentucky,
accompanied by Pat Pollock,
Cleveland, Ohio, will sing
selections from Schumann.
Strauss, Ginastera, 13espighi,
Wright and Forest.
Mrs.
Crawford
Jent.
Federation of Music Clubs
President, will preside for the
7th anniversary convention.
Mrs. Jent is from Madisonville,
Kentucky.

Purchase Area
Hog Market
Service May 14, 1973
Market Report Includes 9
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 1902 Est. 700
Barrows & Gilts fully CM
higher Sows 50 cents to 75 cents
higher
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 36.25-36.75
..IJS 1-3 2(V-250 lbs., 35.75-36.25
-US- 2-4 -240410-4be., 35.25-35.75
US 3-4 260-110 lbs., 34.75$5.25
Sows

US- 1-2 nmeA741:00-31.no
US 1-3 150-650 lbs., 30.00-31.00
US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 29.00-30.00
Boars 25.00-30.00
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Deanna Kaye C
Completes Plan
For Her Wecldin

Plans have been o
by Miss Deanna Kaye
daughter of Mr. and h
Cooper of Murray,
marriage to Riche]
West, son of Mr. and Ft
West, also of Murray.
The ceremony
solemnized on Friday,
at seven-thirty o'clac
evening at the Lyn
United Methodist Cht
Rev. Dossie Whea
ficiating.
A program of nuptl
will be presented by M
Cooper.
Miss Cooper will be
marriage by her fathei
chosen her only sin
Rodney Warren, as he
of honor. Miss Cindy
will serve as flower g
Mr. West has ch
brother, Tommy Wes
best man. Ushers will
Cooper, brother of t
and Ted Braddock.
Following the cern
reception will be he]
church.
All friends and reb
atten
to
invited
wedding and receptia

Mrs. Jan Vano
Honored At Br
Shower Recen

Mrs. Jan Vance, n
Erwin, was compliant
a delightfully piano
shower held on Friday
at seven-thirty o'cla
evening at the Co
Room of the Murraj
Savings and Loan At
The gracious bastes
occasion were fel
Herman Lovins, B
Edwin Vance, Kele
Dave Maupin, Bet
derwood, and Coffie
For the special
honoree chose to we
floral dress with a
gift corsage of yella
Her mother, Mr
Erwin, her mother-in
James Vance and 1
mother-in-law, Mr!
Hooka, wore hosts
corsages of white c
Games were pla
Miss Marilyn PrescoI
Guy Kelly being the
who
of the prises
them to the honoree
Mrs. Vance opened
lovely gifts for the
view
Refreshments of ca
nuts and mints we
from the beautifully
table overlaid with
cloth under lace ant
with an arrangemen
and white flowers ir
bowl. Crystal app
were used.
Forty-seven
registered at the tab
with a yellow candela
yellow and white flc

Program Mee'
Of lndepende
Women Held

The Independen
Methodist Church I
on Thursday, May
o'clock in the even
monthly meeting
Myrtle Jones,
presiding.
Mrs. Inez Hopki
class song, Mr
Burkeen read the sc
Mrs. Mary Phalli

prayer.

The program er
sonal Mission" wil
The purpose wal
women aware of th
varied opportuni
missions open to ti
Those partidiPa
program were
Annette Schroa
Cunningham,and
Mrs. Deseree Dui
on the
report
meeting held Anil
tin's Chapel Chute
sang was sung by R
Richard Schorey.'
and treasurer's
given. The project
be a speical pi
Mothers day. 'I
prayer was led by
Fennell.
pres
Others
_pegyiously menti

Linda Fennell,
--Hopkins-, Ester
_ Parket', Lavelli

members and one
Burkeen.
The women join
Group for refresh
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Deanna Kaye Cooper
Completes Plans
For Her Wedding
Plans have been completed
by Miss Deanna Kaye Cooper,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. OWe
Cooper of Murray, for her
marriage to Richard Lane
West, son of Mr. and Mrs. W.P.
West, also of Murray.
The ceremony will be
solemnized on Friday, May 18,
at seven-thirty o'clock in the
evening at the Lynn Grove
United Methodist Church with
Rev. Dossie Wheatley officiating.
A program of nuptial music
will be presented by Mrs. Roger
Cooper.
Miss Cooper will be given in
marriage by her father and has
chosen her only sister, Mrs.
Rodney Warren, as her matron
of honor. Miss Cindy Anderson
will serve as flower girl.
Mr. West has chosen his
brother, Tommy West, as his
best man. Ushers will be Roger
Cooper, brother of the bride,
and Ted Braddock.
Following the ceremony, a
reception will be held at the
church.
All friends and relatives are
both
attend
to
invited
wedding and reception.

Max -74cat
By Abigail Van Buren

Grandma upset by
grandson's-bad manners

La Donne Roberts and Candy Hargis are shown enjoying a
skating party held by the Woodmen of the World Rangerettes at
the Bentou skating rink. The Rangers also held a skating party
recently in Benton. Coordinating the event were Tau Phi Lambda
members: Cynthia Hart, Glenda Smith, Jeanie Lamb; Woodmen
court members: Shelbye &titer and Madeline Parker; Lorretta
Jobs, Field Representative; Grover Burkett, Area Manager; and
James Parker, District Manager. Eighty one girls and boys enjoyed the event.

New Officers Elected At Meeting Of New
Concord Parent-Teach er Club Recently

DEAR ABBY: Would it be out of line to include the
following note on a birthday card for my 12-year-old
grandson?
"Dear Bobby, since you couldn't find time to thank me
- for my Christmas present, I couldn't find time to buy you a
birthday present. Maybe next year' Have a happy birth-day Love, Grandma"
Bobby's mother [my daughter in law) defends Bobby's
sullen, ungracious behavior, and my son has little influence The boy is bright but very selfish and spoiled.
spend a lot of time, money, and thought on gifts for
my only grandchild—not because I want his thanks, but
because I love him dearly. But Abby, surely someone has
to teach manners to children. Am I old fashioned? You
may use this letter if you wish. Many grandparents are in
GRANDMA
the same boat.
DEAR GRANDMA: Yon say you give your grandson
gifts because you "dearly love' him not because you want
thanks. But if you don't receive thanks yOU withhold the
presents. This is "losing dearly"?
It's true, acknowledging gifts is a sign of good manners. But good manners have been known to cloak the
absence of deeper feelings. Skip the gifts [and cards, too)
and in a more loving and less punitive way, try to stress
the hopertance of saying "thank you." If be's bright. bell
.tise m essage.

/'

MRS. FRED SCHULTZ, right, was presented with an honorary membership by the Murray High
School Chapter of the Future Homemakers of America at the annual Mother-Daughter banquet held
at the Murray Woman's Club House. Making the presentation was Miss Paula Lyons, toastmistress
for the banquet and chapter president.
Photo by David Hill

Mother-Daughter Banquet For Murray High Plans Completed By
Miss Venable For
FHA Held At Murray Woman's Club House
The 14th annual MotherHer May Wedding
Banquet was held by

Osborn, vice-president; Mrs.
Paul Garrison, secretary; Mrs.
Daughter
Larry Weatherford, treasurer;
Miss Sharon Venable has
the Murray High School
Mrs. Billy Gray Walker,
'plans for her
completed
Future
of
the
Chapter
reporter, who were elected by
wedding to Paul David BoardHomemakers of America at the
acclamation.
man. The bride-elect is the
Murray Woman's Club House
DEAR ABBY: After 33 years of marriage, I believe I
President Hal Winchester
of Mrs. Ernestine
daughter
imes
scold—somet
common
the
six-thirty
for
at
May
7,
cure
a
on
Monday,
have discovered
presented a photo album conVenable and the late J.M.
o'clock in the evening.
known as the nagging wife. The I doubt that it ever has
taining pictures from the men's
Venable of Murray. Parents of
Martha McKinney gave a
been tried, the best way to get a woman to shut her mouth
fashion show held last fall to
Mrs. Jan Vance, nee Krista
the groom-elect are Mr. and
C.
Y.
N.
LIBSON,
0.
HARRY
kisses.
to
with
ng
tribute
it
cover
to
is
heartwarmi
Bob Allen, school principal.
Erwin, was complimented with
Mrs. Edward L. Boardman of
pointing out the
mothers
The club voted to donate
a delightfully planned bridal
DEAR HARRY; While your suggested cure is undoubtSikeston, Mo.
exists
that
love
of
kind
special
of
purchase
27,
the
April
toward
Friday,
$50.00
on
shower held
edly effective, it's extremely hazardous. It could lead to
be
will
wedding
The
between a mother and a
the rescue t000l, Jaws of life.
at seven-thirty o'clock in the
overpopulation.
28,
May
on
Saturday,
solemnized
daughter
Plaques were presented to
evening at the Community
at ten o'clock in the morning at
Susan Scott of Sedalia,
parents whose youngest child
RAOM of the Murray Federal
love
whose
pilot
airline
the
to
answer
In
ABBY:
DEAR
the First United Methodist
FHA,
the
Kentucky
of
president
graduates from New Concord
Savings and Loan Association.
because his kids came home for lunch,
Church,
Sikeston, Missouri,
suffering
was
life
She
speaker.
special
was
the
this year. Thoae receiving a
The gracious hostesses for the
Mies Venable has chosen her
etc., and seemed to be around at the wrong time. Tell him
FHA
of
the
history
discussed
Mrs.
and
Mr.
were
Mesdamea
plaque
were
occasion
sister, Miss Carolyn Venable as
to try the following:
and how it has helped her in her
Charlie Rose, Mr. and Mrs.
Herman Lovins, Bill Hurt,
maid of honor and Miss
Buy a roll of pennies. Come home, and if the kids are
life.
Calvin Hall, Mr. and Mrs. Billy
Edwin Vance, Kelzie Hooks,
Dorothy
Wolfenkoehler as
there, take one penny out of the roll and keep it. Go out on
Fred Schultz, an honorary
Joe Chadwick, Mr. and Mrs.
Dave Maupin, Beauton Unthe front lawn and scatter the rest of the pennies around
bridesmaid.
club
the
addressed
member,
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Floyd McClure,
derwood, and Coffleld Vance.
and tell the kids not to come in the house until they find all
Mr. Boardman will have his
with the idea that the home was
Thomas Allen Buoy, Mr. and
For the special event the
so pennies. It's sneaky but effective. Sign me .
Ed Boardman as boot
father,
SCOTT,
SUSAN
MISS
of great importance in today's
Mrs. Glen Stubblefield, Mr. and
honoree chose to wear a long
SALINAS READER [With rich kids and no sex problewl
man and Jim Wenneker as-,---FHA,
Kentucky
the
invocation.
of
in
president
gave
and
society,
Mr.
and
Outland,
Mrs. Hardy
floral dress with a hostesses'
will be •6
Paula Lyons, toastmistress, was the featured speaker at the groomsman. Ushers
and Mrs. Junior Brandon.
gift corsage of yellow daisies.
Mark
Boardman,
Craig
CONFIDENTIAL TO "SIXTEEN, BROKE AND
held
an
Banquet
Schultz
Mother-Daughter
presented Mrs. Fred
Also presented with plaques
Her mother, Mrs. Buren
SCARED": Information discerning treatment for VD does
School Boardman and Phillip Venable.
in
High
FHA
the
Murray
honorary
membership
by
Stubblefield,
Bill
Mrs.
Mrs.
were
w,
Erwin, her mother-in-la
104 go on any "record" that can be held against you. If you
All friends and relatives are .1
which is given to persons who Chapter of the FHA.
school secretary, and Bob
James Vance and her grandto attend the wedding
invited
are broke, you will be treated anyway. Call your Public
service
outstanding
have Mown
Allen, principaL
mother-in-law, Mrs. Melissa
Health Department and make an appointment to be seen at
Hulce will have their state and reception.
club.
the
to
Hal
presented
gift
Allen
Mr.
hostesses'
wore
Hooks,
conferred on them at
once.
Twenty-nine junior degrees, degrees
Winchester, club president,
corsages of white carnations.
the state meeting in June.
receives,
girl
a
degree
first
the
with a gift, Mr. Winchester then
Games were played with
Miss Lyons thanked the ofwere conferred at the banquet.
presented gifts to the faculty
Miss Marilyn Prescott and Mrs.
for their service and
ficers
Receiving the chapter degree
and Mrs. Bill Stubblefield from
Guy Kelly being the recipients
each was presented with a pin
Schultz,
Selwyn
girls.
were
five
who presented
the club.
of the prizes
their office. Special
Anne Erwin, Joyce Wooden, symbolizing
The eighth grade won the
them to the honoree.
The Men of the Independence
also given to the
were
thanks
15
May
Tuesday,
Murchison,
Ann
Vicki
Miss
Kria'a Kennedy, and Amanda
The Wadesboro Homemakers
room count.
Mrs. Vance opened her many
Methodist Church met at
United
and
Lilly
G.T.
Mrs.
advisors,
34,
Murray
No,
Ky.
TOPS
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. D.J.
Club will meet at the home of
Refreshments were served in
the church on Thursday, May 3,
lovely gifts for the guests to Muchison of Fulton Route One,
Mrs. A.B. Crass.
Pounds Sensible) will Mrs. Dennis Cobb at one p.m.
Off
(Take
the school cafeteria by the first
view
Officers for this year were with the president, Leon
meet at the Health Center at
has announced her plans for her
Lyons, presidennt; Patsy Duncan, presiding
Paula
Refreshments of cake, punch, wedding to Tommy Jones, son grade.
seven p.m. All interested
The Baptist Young Women of
Ralph Robertson of th
Mathis, first vice; Selwyn
nuts and mints were served of Mr. and Mrs. Alvis Edward
persons are invited.
the
at
Flint Church will meet
Schultz, second vice; Anne Martin's Chapel Church was the
from the beautifully appointed
Jones of Murray
church at seven p.m.
Erwin,secretary; Rachel Bear, guest speaker. His talk was
table overlaid with a yellow
The Phebian Sunday School
The marriage will be percentered
and
treasurer; Donna Humphries, taken from Romans 12:3
lace
cloth under
Class of the First Baptist
formed at the First United
Thursday, May 17
The men voted to purchase a
Venable, May parlimentarian; Cathy Geurin,
Sharon
Miss
with an arrangement of yellow Methodist Church, Fulton, on
Church will meet at the home of
will
FTC
The Hazel School
David historian; Amanda Buice, bell to be used for dismissal of
Paul
of
bride-elect
33th
and white flowers in a crystal Saturday, May 28, at threeCardinal
Mrs. Pat Trevathan,
meet at the school at seven p.m.
was complimented reporter, Beverly Parker, song the Sunday School classes
bowl. Crystal appointments thirty o'clock in the afternoon
Drive, at 7:30 p.m.
with the program by first Boardman,
Kennedy, Stanford Schroader led the
with a lovely household shower leader; Krista
were used.
with Rev. William G. Adams
The
grades.
sixth
through
The Faxon Mothers Club
at seven- recreational leader; Vickie opening prayer and Rev
4,
May
Friday,
on
Forty-seven persons officiating.
19
No.
Murray Assembly
executive board will meet at
voted to have a play area for the
Richard Schorey gave the
thirty in the evening at the Roberts, devotional leader.
registered at the table centered
Miss Murchison will be given lower grades poured with Order of the Rainbow for Girls 8:30 p.m
the
closing prayer.
for
Goshen
the
of
Hall
members
with
Fellowship
Committee
with a yellow candelabrum
in marriage by her father. S2ie concrete on the Faxon School will meet at the Masonic Hall at
Martha
Those present were Wayne
Church.
were
Moose
Methodist
United
Murray
banquet
of
Women
yellow and white flowers.
has chosen her sister, Mrs. playground at the
regular seven p.m.
Clarence Coy, Leon
the
Halford,
Burkeen,
for
Kathy
hostesses
at
and
meet
gracious
The
to
McKinney
scheduled
are
Lodge
Jesse Jones of Nashville, Tenn., meeting held on Wednesday,
occasion were Mesdames co-chairmen, Phyllis Elkins, Duncan, Frank Fennel, Homer
the lodge hall.
as her matron of honor. May 2, at one-thirty o'clock in
The Music Department of the eight p.m. at
Bessie Parker, Marelle Farless, Debbie Chilcutt, Sheri Nolen, Fennel, Charles Hopkins, Royal
Bridesmaids will be Miss the afternoon at the school.
Murray Woman's Club will
Ruth Wilson, Agnes Watson, Karniel Simmons, Cindy Boyd, Parker, Stanford Schroeder,
Fulton,
Patricia Elliott of
Cherry, meet at the club house at '7:30
Mildred
Mrs.
Mr.
Coleman, Sue Ar- Cindy Gould, Paula Lyons, and Rev. Schorey, and
Rheanetta
Temple Hill Chapter No, 511
cousin of the bride-elect, Mrs. president, presided. It was p.m. Hostesses will be
Robertson.
Hale, Otella Sarah Rosa.
Larry Lovett of Benton, and announced that the cookbooks Mesdames Morgan Slat, Hugh Order of the Eastern Star is cher, Obena
Refreshments were served In
Delpha Rhoades.
Miss Deborah Stephens of compiled by the club are now on Noffsinger, William Porter, scheduled to meet at the Lodge Huckaby, and
the
fellowship room by the
the
hroree
event
the
For
PATIENTS
HOSPITAL
One. Miss Leann sale at $1.50 each and may be Donald Story, Vernon Nance, Hall at 7:30 p.m.
The Independence United Wingo Route
chose to wear a mint green knit
Kondratko and Robert Methodist Women.
Shay
bridethe
of
cousin
Murchison,
Holloway,
L.M.
from any club Wayne Keller,
purchased
Methodist Church Women met
dress. She was presented a Paul Kondratko, both of Murray
elect, will be junior bridesmaid. member.
and Miss Lillian Tate.
Joe Creaaon, columnist for hostess gift corsage of mint Route Seven, were dismissed
on Thursday, May 3, at seven
Carpet beetles can damage
Mr. Jones has chosen his
awards were
Attendance
the Courier-Journal, and author green carnations. Her mother, May 8 from the Community
o'clock in the evening for the
furnishings, fabrics and
home
Missions
Sledd
The
Betty
of
Jones
Eddie
brother,
had
presented to mothers who
monthly meeting with Mrs.
of a new book, will be at the Mrs. Ernestine Venable, and Hospital, Mayfield.
clothing.
most
Baptist
Memorial
the
of
Group
bestman.
his
as
attended all the meetings of the
Public
County
Myrtle Jones, president, Murray,
Calloway
Carolyn Venable,
Groomsmen will be Glen David club this year. Mrs. Jane Lamb, Church will meet at the home of Library from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. sister, Miss
presiding.
were presented hostesses'
Parklane
Mrs.
Bobby
Johnson,
Billy
Kirksey,
of
Edwards
and
secretary, read the minutes
for an autograph party and to corsages of white carnations.
Mrs. Inez Hopkins led the
Wilson of Murray, Steve Books Mrs.
Jones, Drive, at seven p.m.
Ernestine
visit with local perms.
class song, Mrs. Manta
Mrs. Ruby Boardman, motherMurray, and David Hill of treasurer, gave her report.
Burkeen read the scripture, and of
in-law to be, was unable to
18
May
Wednesday,
Murray.
given
were
in
The old officers
Mrs. Mary Phillips led
The Home Department of the attend due to illness.
The regular ladies day lunUshers and alcolytes will be gifts by the new officers.
Games were played with Mrs.
Warn'.
Woman's Club will
Murray
Jesse Jones of Nashville, Tenn.,
Coach Brown announced that cheon will be served at noon at
The program entitled 'Perclub Viva Ellis and Mrs. Marilyn
the
at
luncheon
a
have
with
brideClub
the
w
of
Country
brother-in-la
Murray
the
been
play equipment had
sonal Mission" will presented.
being the receipients
of
Mrs. Howard Titsworth, phone house at one p.m. with the McCuiston
One Rack
The purpose was to make elect, and Larry Bell Murray, purchased for each room.
who later
prizes
the
of
Roberta
Miss
by
program
753-5828, as chairman of the
women aware of the many and brother-in-law of the groomhonoree.
the
to
The room count was a tie
them
presented
be
hostesses' committee composed Whitnah, Hostesses will
elect.
varied opportunities for
between Mrs. Mildred Dunn's
The bride-elect opened her
Christine Mesdames H.T. Waldrop, Nix
Mrs. Barry J. Adams,
of Mesdames
Gladys
missions open to them.
Mrs.
and
grade
fourth
gifts which were
many
Cunningham,
Guy
Crawford,
organist, will present a
Graham, Marshall Garland,
Those participating in the
Tucker's fifth grade.
displayed on a table covered
and Tom Covington.
C.
Don
music
nuptial
of
Goode,
W.
program
Kenneth
Mesdames
program were
with white over green and
Refreshments were served at Grogan, James C. Hart, Lochie
preceding the ceremony with
One Rack
One Group
Annette Schroeder, Pam
with a bride doll.
centered
•
meeting
the
13
of
close
May
the
Friday,
two
Nelson Tripp singing
Hart, Raymond T. Hewitt,
Cunningham,and Myrtle Jones. Mrs.
and
cake
of
s
Refreshment
JEANS
held
be
*
A gospel singing will
solos, "One Hand, One Heart"
Henry E. Holton, Nat Ryan
Mrs. Deseree Duncan gave a
s-served from the
and "Entreat Me
Hughes, and Woodfin Hutson. at South Marshall High School punch were
SLACKS
*
on the Day Apart by Bernstein
report
beautifully appointed table
Not To Leave Thee" (Song of
Bridge will be at nine a.m. with gym at 7:30 p.m. with the
meeting held April 8, at Marlace
white
a
TOPS
with
*
covered
for
Roth) by Gounod.
Mrs. Darold Keller and Mrs, proceeds going to the School
tin's Chapel Church. A special
and centered with an
tablecloth
Children.
GIRL
are
relatives
Exceptionel
ANDERSON
and
$500
friends
All
hostesses.
Stuart Poston as
song was sung by Rev. and Mrs. Invited to attend the wedding
arrangement of yellow and
Mr. and Mrs. Thayle Anminutes
The
Richard Schorey.
white daisies and baby's breath
derson of Murray Route Three
and the reception.
NAME OMITTED
The Kirksey PTA Executive
NEW SHIPMENT OF BUTTE
and treasurer's report was
by yellow candles.
flanked
girl,
baby
a
of
of
parents
the
secretary
are
Alton,
of
Hazel
home
the
Mrs.
Board will meet at
given. The project for May will
Approximately seventy
KNIT & JONATHAN LOGAN
VISITORS HERE
Nicole, weighing seven pounds Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Bohannon the Hazel Senior Citizens
be a speical program for
gifts.
sent
or
attended
persons
Ross
and
Mrs.
Murray
Mr.
Thursday,
nine ounces, born on
Group, attended the meeting of
at 1;30 p.m.
Mothers day. The closing and Mr. and Mrs. Clark Ross
May 10, at 11:21 a.m. at the
the Graves County Senior
prayer was led by Mrs. Levie have returned to their homes in Murray-Calloway County
citizens group held recently.
Homemakers
The
Sunshine
SUFFERS BROKEN LEG
Fennell.
Detroit, Mich., after visiting Hospital.
Across from Admirt_Building
Mrs. Garvin (Elizabeth Ann)
Club will meet at the home of Her name was omitted in the
not
present,
Others
relative and friend' Itere.
-The new fatback a teacher in
list submitted to the Ledger & Cleaver is now recuperating at
Mrs.
Jean
at1210
McClure
were
mentioned,
Jelyiously
__Platity_ of Er*, Parkiag_In Rear
the Eagliah Department. of
Times who •-•tteedect - the her heme- at Dexter alter-s-Linda Fenne11,7Iiiiry Opal
Array State Univerty.
HOUIZ_8-sustaining a broken left ankle
• MAKES TOUR
Ester-- Coy, Murl
The Colei—Cimialrouna-.•
Grandparents are -Mr. and
on Sunday, May 8. She was
Gusste Adams'returned
Mrs.
Oglesby,
Lavelle
. Parker',
Uje the water vegetables are hospitalized for three days at
Church
5 after twitting the Mrs:- -- Kermit Anderson of United Methodist
members and one visitor, Lori home May
home of cooked in for gravy, soup or the Murray-Calloway County
with a group of Senior Orem, Utah, and Mr. and Mrs. Women will meet at the
tour
bus
sauce This way you won't pour
Burkeen.
at-seven
Hospital.
of Paducah to Thomas Wilkins of Pittsburgh, Mrs. Keith Letterman
vitamins down the drain
The women joined the Men's Citizens
p.m.
Pa.
C
0
Washington,
.
Group for refreshments

Mrs. Jan Vance Is
Honored At Bridal
Shower Recently

The New Concord ParentTeacher Club held its last
meeting of the school year on
Monday evening, May 7, with
the first grade in charge of the
devotional period.
Dasha Smith read the
scripture from The Bible and
Kenny Kirgizia led in prayer.
The New Concord 4-H Club
presented their skit that won
first place in county and district
competition. In August they will
be performing in state cornpeition at the State Fair.
Harold Buoy and Tony McClure sang accompanied by
Gary McClure on the piano.
Their specialty act won first in
county competition and second
in district competition.
Mrs. Glen Eaker, club
secretary, read the minutes.
Mrs. Leroy Wyatt, club
treasurer, gave the financial
report.
The nominating committee
gave their slate of officers for
the next year who are Hal
Winchestet, president; Bobby

Wedding Plans For
Vicki Murchison
Are Now Complete

Ralph Robertson
Speaker For Meet

Faxon Club Votes
To Pave Playground
Area At School

Household Shower
Given In Honor Of
Sharon Venable

Program Meeting
Of Independence
Women Held Here

SPORTSWEAR and
PANT SUITS 1//2off

PIRTHS,41

BLOUSES
30ff
1/

Campus Casual

-

•
1..
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Lakers Capture Dual
.Meet Over Lone Oak

South Marshall
Falls To North
underway
got
Action
yesterday at Murray High as
the District baseball tour.
nament opened with North
Marshall pasting South Marshall 11-1
North Marshall and South
Marshall were the only two
teams who did not draw byes in
the tournament. The semifinal
round will begin today at 4 pin.
with Murray High meeting
Calloway County.
The last semifinal game will
be played Wednesday with
Marshall meeting
North
Benton, who drew a first round
bye.
North Marshall, one of the
two teams in the region who was
fortimate enough to take a
spring trip to the South, took an
early lead and never was
threatened by the error-proned

PAGE FIVE

Jerry DtMean turned in his
best individa111 performance of
the year yesterday as he personally accounted for 16 points
as Calloway County took a dual
meet over Lone Oak, 81-55.
The Laker girls, who were
scheduled to run Carlisle
County in a dual meet, did not
participate because the Comets
failed to show.
Duncan took two first places
In the field events. Duncan
cleared 5-6 in the high jump and
had a 114-6 in the discus. Kip
Dyer of the Lakers was second
in the high jump with a 5-4.
Duncan also picked up a pair
of seconds. He recorded a 2:17.1
2 in the
/
in the 880 and went 34-71
triple lump. Dyer was third in
the 880 while David Waters of
the Lakers took the triple jump
with a 35-8.
James GWkin also had an
outstanding day. Gillikin took
the 100 with a 10.9 and won the
=0 with a 25.2 Ronnie Olive
finished second to Gillikin in
both events.
The 440 yard dash found
Waters second with a 59.0 while
Johnny Riley took first in the
mile with a 5:18.

South Marshall nine.
senior
Meanwhile,
righthander Dale Frizzell kept
the South Marshall hitters off
stride with a blazing fastball
and a sharpbreaking curve.
Frizzell wit% the first fiveinnings before being lifted and
replaced by sophomore southpaw David Poe. The two hurlers
permitted South Marshall only
six hits.
North Marshall, who has been
rained out of 19 games, scored
six of their runs on two run
doubles.
Catcher David Dunn, secondbaseman Brian Moore and
third-baseman Barry Phelps all
had two run doubles.
South Marshall ends its
season while North Marshall
will take a 6-7 record into the
semifinal game with Benton.

Worst Team Is Going For
Best as NHL Draft Opens

Weiskopf
Moves Up
Cash List

Baseball Standings

Ron Fairly Homers To
Lift Expos To Win

Kentucky League
Notes

Great
Imperial

EDWARD

Hey Look Mr. Farmer!!
Black Is Not Beautiful As
Yes, We
d
erne
Far As Hockey Is Conc
Have Farm

Come in or
Call for
STEVE LYONS

As you know. I have filed for the office of City
Councilman. Most of you know me since I have been in
business for the past fifteen years in Murray as owner
and operator of Lee's Upholstery Shop. The last four
years in addition to the shop, I have worked for the City
of Murray, first as Radio Operator and then as Meter
Man.
was also in business in Glasgow, Kentucky for three
years, then in Clearwater, Florida, for five years,
prior to moving to Murray.
was reared in Louisville where I received my
education. I am married to the former Marilyn Nance,
whose father, H.L. Nance, was a native of •Calloway
County. We have one daughter. Debbie, a sophomore at
Murray State University.
I am a member of the First Baptist Church and Wive
served at various times as president of my Sunday
School class. I was general secretary of Training Union
for six years. I am serving as an usher and have for
several years.
If I am elected as City Councilman, I will always
strive to do what is fair for all concerned, giving due
consideration to all problems. I will work as conscientiously as 1 did as a businessman. I feel that I
have gained much knowledge ia management from my
business experience, which will be of beady to me if I
am elected.
I will appreciate your vote and infinesee7
'Art Lee
'
Political ad paid for by Art Lee, 1316 Main •

In comparison, the memberNEW YORK (AP) — Black is
not so beautiful in professional ship of the pro National Basketball Association is about 63 per
hockey.
Raciazn helped keep black cent black. Pro football and
athletes out of sports in general baseball rosters are well larded
until after World War II, but with black stars.
The hockey pickings are lean
eventually barriers came down.
Blacks succeeded in such es- because black Americans do
tablishment sports Eti baseball not grow up on ice skates.
If black Americans do skate,
and football, although no black
has ever won a permanent they are more inclined to use
starting quarterback spot on a rollers instead of blades. Roller
National Football League club. skating is growing in popularity
In Canadian football there as more public rinks open in
have been a couple of black black city areas, and roller
quarterbacks—Sandy Stephens hockey is a popular street
In the 1960s and last year'l game.
Alton White is the only black
rookie of the year in the Canal
dian Football League, Chuck player in the WHA. Although he
represents a milestone in pro
Ealey of Hamilton Tigercats.
Such is not the case in hock- ranks, White is quick to disey, a sport American blacks claim suggestions that he might
still know little about and gen- turn out to be the Jackie Robinerally pass up for other sports son of hockey.
in which they excel.
White says he's not in a class
Only eight per cent of the 32 with Robinson, the baseball
million black people in the player's ordeal was much
United States follow hockey, tougher, and times have
says a poll conducted by Louis changed since Robison broke
Harris. But 25 per cent of the in.
white population can be classed
s "I've had little trouble beas hockey Cans.
Harris says one of the major cause of my skin color," White
reasons for. black spectator said
apathy in hockey is the lack aOddly, without black players
top black pros. The National the NHL is outdrawing pro basHockey League has no black' ketball in all but two U.S.
players. The rival World Hock- cities—New York and Los Aney Association has one.
geles—where basketball and

Some fans suggest white
sports draw white crowds, and
there are more and richer
whites than blacks
The Harris Poll says hockey
fans are to be found in the
United States in great numbers
in the East and Midwest,
among suburban residents, the
under-30 group, those with a
college education, and among
those with incomes of 810,000 to
815,000.

753-3164

Tires

hockey coexist.

We Can . . .
•install New Tires nght
on your farm
•Install Fluid
•Repair Flats
•Change Tires Right
on Your Farm

for

Come in, let's talk tires!
If we don't have it, we will get it!

FARM
TIRE
REPAIR

Blacks in the United States
live mainly in the inner city
areas, few go to college, and
most earn $6,000 or less a year.

Stan Musial Honored
DETROIT I AP — Stan Musial has been elected as the first
member of the National Polish
American Sports Hall of Fame.
Musial was the unanimous se,
lection of a 21-man elector's
panel and will be installed June
15 in Dombrowski Field House
•
'in Orchard Lake, Mich.
Musial played outfield and.,
first base for the St. Louis Cardinals and established nearly
100 major league records'during his 22-year playing career
)
IA the National League.

r

I } CT}
r

THURSDAY COUI
FINAL STANO
Bowling Lea
Team
Red Birds
Road Runners
Ups & Downs
B's & C's .
Night Owls
Misfits
Demons
Ten Pens
Strikers Alley Cats
Strikes
Rockets
Gen's Body ShoP
Fighting Four
Whiz Kids
Pacers
Super Bowlers
Lynn Grove Four
High Team
Red Birds
Road Runners
Night Owls
High Team Gai
Road Runners
Fighting Four
Red Birds
High Team Ser
Red Birds
Night Owls
Road Runners
High Team Ser
Fighting Four
Night Owls
Red Birds
High Ind. min
Men
T C. Hargrove
Charlie Hargrove
Dan Jones
Cliff Campbell

Junior "A" series since Bobby
Orr graduated from the Oshawa Generals in 1986
In the two mile run, Richard
While Potkin spent 722 minCluck placed third with a
utes in the penalty box this sea12:28.2.
UP AND OVER Doug McCann of Calloway County goes over
son, he scored 35 goals and 88
In the 180 low hurdles, Steve the 9-0 mark yesterday for first place in the pole vault. The Lakers
assists.
Taylor took honors with a 23.7 defeated Lone Oak in a dual track meet 81-55.
Incidentally, the Islanders,
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon
while Quentin Fannin was third.
record
NHL
an
who established
high
120
the
in
returned
Fannin
for futility in their first year,
Olive,
team composed of
ANOTHER BOB SEAGREN7—Little Tripp Nix, son of Calloway ts.,unty track coach BM Nix, hurdles to take second in 18.9. won in their events.
did a bit of midseason maneu- decided to become a participant rather than a spectator at yesterday's track meet at Calloway
and
Gillikth
Jinner,
880
relay
The
Howard
undefeated
teams
relay
Both of the Laker
vering to get the inside track
Steve Cunningham turned in a
County High School
his
on Potvin. They acquired
Staff Photo by Mike Brandon)
1:40.8 for first. The mile relay
older brother, Jean, from
team composed of Waters,
would
it
hoping
,
Philadelphia
National League
American League
Olive, Jinner and Cunningham
East
East
help convince Denis to sign
recorded a 3:52.6.
W. L Pct. G.B.
W..L Pct. G.B.
with them.
Doug McCann took honors in
14 15 483 —
20 13 .606 —
The NHL clubs will pay $3,Chicago
BeliOn
the pole vault by clearning 9-0
the
to
17 14 342 2
14 15 .483 —
New York
000 for the first 64 picks
Milwaukee
while David Rudolph was third.
14 15 .483 4
15 17 .469 ks
Canadian Amateur Hockey AsMontreal
Detroit
In the long jump, Waters was
12 15 .444 5
15 18 .455 1
sociation, and the CAHA will in
Pittsburgh
Cleveland
second with 17-2 while Cunthe
If
clubs.
14 17 .452 1
turn reimburse the
Philadelphia 12 19 .387 7
Baltimore
ningham was third with 17-1.
623 .258 11
14 17 .452 1
St. Louis
top 32 picks sign with NHL
New York
Wayne Holsapple took second
In other National League anything going, you're pitching
West
West
teams, the NHL will have to
in the shot put with an effort of
By ALEX SACHARE
to
up
NEW YORK ( AP) — Tom give out V,000 more per player.
It's
up.
you
Philadelphia
pick
to
has
games,
baseball
18 9 .667
San Francisco 25 13 .658 —
Chicago
37-10.
Associated Press Sports Writer whipped St. Louis 10-5, Atlanta us"
Weiskopt improved his position
72 13 .829 11
For additional players
Houston
2 Kansas City 20 13 606 1
/
The Laker boys' team will
memogood
a
has
AMPOCtiFairly
Ron
Golf
Professional
the
on
Philadelphia scored six runs
topped Houston 7-1 and San
16 13 .552 3
IS 13 -594 3
picked, the NHL will have to
California
Cincinnati
host
Reidland today in a dual
like
nights
again,
21
then
list
ry—but
atioa's money-winning
Diego beat San Francisco, also on six singles in the fourth in- Los Angeles 19 15 .559 4
18 15 .545 3
Oakland
Pay $2,C0).
meet and will be at South
to
that
hard
all
aren't
Monday
Cardinals.
pieces by backing into the $30,the
beat
to
were
ning
by a 7-1 count.
2 Marshall Wednesday. The girls
1
13 19 Al 9
13 15 .464 5/
Last season, 152 players
Atlanta
Minnesota
first prize in the Colonial selected in the draft. It is ex- remember.
The New York Mats' game Greg Luzinski had a single, San Diego
1332 .371 104S Texas
11 18 .379 8
team will meet Reidiand todio
five
in
hit
one
only
got
Fairly
Invitation Tournaagainst the Cubs in Chicago double and triple and rookie
pected that mark will be surthe Pibat
against
at
times
t.
three
in
drove
Schmidt
cold
to
Mike
of
draft
due
year's
was postponed
passed in this
be at Satith WedneadaY
14`** and
1
1'-******2
***3 04'
letrates, but it was the big one—a
Weiskopf's one-shot victory, over-age Junior players
weather, and Us Angeles and runs.
inning
10th
in
the
solo
homer
achieved as tournament frontwhat
"My swing hasn't been
THE
The Montreal Canadiens, the
Cincinnati were not scheduled.
runner Bruce Crampton took a NHL's Stanley Cup champions, that lifted the Montreal Expos
American League, I wanted it to be," said Luthe
In
to a 3-2 victory and sent Pittsdouble-bogey six on the final
Texas beat Minnesota 71 in the zinski, who came into the game
gained the right to pick second
to Its sixth consecutive
pole, raised his 1973 earnings to
opener of a twi-night double- batting .206. Last year he hit
as the result of a trade with burgh
$64,722 from $34,772. Wetikopf, California and may decide to loss.
header but dropped the second .281 with 18 homers.
previously 29th in the cash
"I think it was a fast ball,"
Atlanta's Mike Lum had a
game 6-4 in 11 innings, Detroit
go with Andre Savard, a center
of his game-winning
rankings, now stands eighth.
IS THE LARGEST
the New York Yan- three-run double and a solo
the Quebec Ramparts. said Fairly
defeated
from
The Kentucky League will hold a second registration
SELLING CIGAR
"but I'm
Crampton, although failing in
City
led the Quebec Major shot off Nelson Briles,
kees 8-0, Boston edged Balti- homer in the Braves' victory.
Murray
at
the
p.m.
Savard
from
4-6
May
16,
period Wednesday
IN THE WORLD
I know is, I hit it
a bid for his fourth victory of
All
not
sure.
we
time
every
Califorlike
seems
151
"It
innings,
with
11
Hockey
more 1-0 in
Junior A
Park.
'the year, increased his lead
well.
nia nipped Kansas City 3-2 in 10 come to Houston. I'm hitting
points-87 goals and 84 assists.
Registration will be at the Kentucky League diamond on
the
remember
to
easy
"It's
over Jack Nicklaus in the monthat
innings, Cleveland slipped past good," said Lurn, adding
Again incidentally, one of the
the corner of 8th and Chestnut.
won
Fairly,
has
He
observed
$21,487.
to
days,"
good
ey race
Milwaukee 2-1 and Oakland the double was off a high, outStars of the Caruidiens is Serge
Those who are in the age group from 10-12 years and have
who had fond memories of
$167,551 on the year to $146,064
beat the Chicago White Sox 5-1. side fast ball, the homer off a
Savard.
not
reached their 13th birthday by August 1, are eligible to
for the Golden Bear.
Mies and the Pirates even beThe defeat was the 14th in low, inside fast ball
play in the Kentucky League.
TENNIS
Lee Trevino holds down third
fore his blast.
Rookie outfielder John
the last 19 games for the PiIn case or rain, registration will be held the following day
LAS VEGAS — Defending
He hit another tie-breaking rates, last year's NI. East Grubb's tie-breaking single
spot on the list with $12,2111,
of
at the same time and place.
Newcombe
John
champion
homer off Braes Ins game won
followed by Lanny Wadkins at
in
Coaches have been selected for the four teams in the league
defeated Georges Go- by the Expos earlier this sea- champions. And Briles, who sparked a five-run outburst
$91,573, Cid Chi Rodriguez, Australia
boosted
that
in
inning
defeat
seventh
fourth
the
his
suffered
the
in
and players will be assigned to those teams and practice will
6-2
6-2,
France
yen
of
while
1965,
in
son. And back
$72,705; Bob Dickson, $68,679;
Giants. Jerbegin within a week.
round of the $150,000 Alan playing for the Los Angeles five decisions, feels its the San Diego past the
Ron Funseth, $67,434; Weis- first
pitchers who must pull the club ry Morales and Clarence GasTennis
Palace
aesar's
King-C
Dodgers, Fairly again beat the out of its rut.
kopf ; Johnny Miller, $63,388;
for
ton each drove in two runs
Classic.
Pirates with a Last-timing
and Homero Blancas, $59,229.
"When you're not getting the Padres
homer.
MONTREAL ( AP ) — The
worst, as might be expected,
are going for the best.
The New York Islanders,
with the first pick in the National Hockey League draft of
amateur players today, are expected to opt for defensesnan
Denis Potvin.
Most observers consider him
the best player to come out of
the Ontario Hockey Association

BOWLII
STAN DII

.GILLETTE
Front Wheel

GILLETTE
Rear Wheel

GILLETTE
Rear Wheel

IF YOU HAVE A RUBBER TIRED VEHICLE...
WE HAVE A TIRE FOR IT!!

EWING TIRE SERVICE
808 Coldwater Rood • Near 5 Points - Murray
Fhone /S3-3104
Hours. Mon. thru Fri. 7.30-5:30 — Sot 7 30 5 00

Women
Judy Parker
Patsy Neale
Debbie Coleman
High Ind. Ga
Men
Charlie Hargrove
T C. Hargrove
Cliff Campbell
Womet
Debbie Coleman
Judy Parker
Mickey Burkeen
High Ind. Set
Men
Charlie Hargrove
T C Hargrove
Jim Neale
Warne,
Patsy Neale
Judy Parker
LaVaughn Latimer
High Ind. Ser
Men
Charlie Hargrove
Cliff Campbell
Jim Keeling
Womei
Debbie Coleman
LaVaughn Latimer
Patsy Neale
High Avei
Men
Dan Jones
Jim Neale
Detmar Brewer

T C Hargrove
Lyman Dixon
Tommy Jones
Bobby Latimer
Charlie Hargrove
Ron Pace
Wome
Patsy Neale
Betty Dixon
Judy Parker
Hilde Burke?
Lavausihn Latimer
Burlene Brewer
Glynda Black
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FOOT&
BLOOMINGTOr
The National Fo(
Minnesota Vikin4
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Warwick and res
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out their optiont
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Berry and Atlant
draft choice next
HOCA
PHILADELPHI
Philadelphia Fly(
tional Hockey L
ciefenseman Rick
Detroit Red Wing
man Serge Lajett
BASEI
ATLANTA —
Braves traded ci
dier to the Detroi
turn for catcher
KANSAS CITY
City Royals of
League sold ratti
to the National
York Mets.
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Cowboys of the
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of North Texas S
as an assistant t
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Foyt Having Some
Problems at Indy

BOWLING
STANDINGS
THURSDAY COUPLES and
FINAL STANDINGS
Bowling League
W L
Team
34
102
Red Birds
86'2 491 7
Road Runners
58
78
Ups E. Downs
59
77
B's & C's .
so
76
Night Owls
73i7
62' 2
Misfits
63
73
Demons
63
73
Ten Pens
63
73
Strikers 65
71
Alley Cats
67
69
Strikes
2 72)4
1
63/
Rockets
2
1
2 '73/
1
62/
Gen's Body Shop
801/2 75)4
Fighting Four
82
si
Whiz Kids
47 • 89
Pacers
90
46
Super Bowlers
2
1
381'7 97/
Lynn Grove Four
Nigh Team (SC)
739
Red Birds
716
Road Runners
684
Night Owls
(HC)
High Team Game
850
Road Runners
832
Fighting Four
830
Red Birds
High Team Series (SC)
2010
Red Birds
1953
Night Owls
1876
Road Runners
High Team Series (HC)
2320
Four
Fighting
2295
Night Owls
2283
Red Birds
High Ind. Game (SC)'
Men
234
T C. Hargrove
232
Charlie Hargrove
224
Dan Jones
224
Cliff Campbell
Women
Judy Parker
Patsy Neale
Debbie Coleman

195
193
192

High Ind. Game (HC)
Men
Charlie Hargrove
T C Hargrove
Cliff Campbell
Women
Debbie Coleman
Judy Parker
Mickey Burkeen
High Ind. Series (SC)
Men
Charlie Hargrove
T C Hargrove
Jim Neale
Women
Patsy Neale
Judy Parker
La Vaughn Latimer
High Ind. Series (MC)
Men
Charlie Hargrove
Cliff Campbell
Jim Keeling
Women
Debbie Coleman
LaVaughn Latimer
Patsy Neale
High Averages
Men
Dan Jones
Jim Neale
Detmar Brewer
T C Hargrove
Lyman Dixon
Tommy Jones
Bobby Latimer
Charlie Hargrove
Ron Pace
Women
Patsy Neale
Betty Dixon
Judy Parker
Hilde Burke)
LaVatighn Latimer
Burlene Brewer
Glynda Black

253
249
247
242
230
222

tennis team seems to have as wiry
A BIT FRUSTRATED-Tom Van Dohlen of the Murray State
and also he lost in the doubles.
match
singles
his
lost
Dohlen
Van
yesterday.
match
singles
look in his
(Staff Photo by Mike Brindisi

Western Captures Big
Victory Over Racers

Western Kentucky captured
597 an important 6-3 win over
573 Murray State yesterday on the
the
569 MSU courts to take over
905 lead in th Ohio Valley Con476 ference tennis race.
47
The Hilltopper netters captured four of the six singles
660 matches and two out of three
628
to take the
626 doubles matches
victory.
594
Western is now the leader in
588
conference race with 52
the
583
points while Austin Peay is
second with 47 and Murray third
with 41. The OVC champion will
186
this
185 be decided at Morehead
181 weekend in head to head
179
175
171
170
170
170

162
151
151
148
146
141
137

competition.
Pekka Pettersen and Mikko
Hors= continued to play fine
tennis.
his
Pettersen captured
singles match by defeating
Brain Thomas 6-4 and 6-2 while
Horsma won an exciting match
over Arfid Bergman. Horsma
won 3-6, 7-5, and 7-6.

Peter Hay lost in the number
three singles in two sets as did
Tom Van Dohlen in the number
four singles.
Juha Niittyvirta lost in two
sets in the number five singles
to Hase Ahman 5-7 and 6-7 while
Knudson lost in three sets in the
to PA
number six singles
Nilhagen 6-3, 5-7, and 6-7.

The two combined in the
number one singles to defeat
Nilhagen and Bergman 6-3 and
6-2.
The other members of the
Murray State team all went
down in defeat.

Niittyvirta and Hay lost in the
number two doubles in two sets
as did Van Dohlen and Knudson
in the umber three doubles.
The Racers will take a 21-8
record into the OVC meet at
Morehead.
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Good Pitching Can't Defeat
Red Sox"ln Fenway Park
five-hit,
By FRED ROTHENBERG . Lee countered with
over nine.
Associated Press Sports Writer scoreless pitching
was around
Good pitching is supposed to But neither hurler
Orlando
hitter
designated
when
in
except
hitting,
defeat good
• Cepeda's single in the llth
Boston.
In Boston, there's a ballpark scored rookie Mario Guerrero
only run and
named Fenway with an inviting for the evening's
victary.
Boston
1-0
a
left-field wall, a scant 315 feet
In other American League
from the hungry batter, that is
Detroit shut out the
action,
baseballs
up
chew
to
known
Yankees 8-0, CaliforYork
New
and baseball axioms alike.
City 3-2 in
But Monday night, "The Mon- nia outlasted Kansas
needed 11
ster" as the wall is less than 10 innings, Minnesota
64 in
Texas
defeat
to
innings
to
known
affectionately
after dropping
moundsmen, kept its distance the second game
and the Red Sox and Orioles the opener 7-8, Oakland beat
Cleveland
engaged in an old-fashioned Chicago 5-1 and
edged Milwaukee 2-1.
pitchers' duel.
In the National League,
Baltimore's Doyle Alexander
ia topped St. Louis
Philadelph
four-hit,
of
innings
10
pitched
nipped Pittsshutout ball and Boston's Bill 10-6, Montreal

Both items feature TV'S funniest dog ...
SCOOBY D000,973 719900117957/9
Beach Towel is huge 32" x 60- by Cannon,
printed in rich, deep colors on colorfast,
washable terry cloth.
Beach Bag is made of durable vinyl, and perfect
for beach, pool, picnics and school
Both items feature same design, and made
exclusively for Sherwin-Williams.

Jesse Ladd Top Man
At Reidland Raceway

4

a

car for? I've got three other
By SIEVE HERMAN
don't Fr=
Associated Press Sports Writer cars entered," he said. "I
By Mike Brandon
is
there
up
car
another
think
-WW
INDIANAPOLIS .(AP)
I
A.J. Foyt's 188.927 mile-per- better than the one I have.
"
hour average be good enough just have engine problems.
Only ten cars made it out on
We have taken a look at the Ohio Valley Conference track and ."
for a start in the May 28 In2-mile track Monday as golf and today we shall look at tennis.
1
the 2/
dianapolis 500?
Will Foyt try to qualify one of rain halted activity much of the
As of the present time, Western is leading the conference with
alhis backup cars in the final two afternoon. Seven of the 10
52 points while Austin Peay is second with 47 arid Murray is a
days of qualifications this ready are qualified.
strong third with 41. Middle Tennessee is in fourth with 37 but
Bobby Unser, Albuquerque, the Raiders aren't expected to finish any higher than the position ".
weekend?
.
the
Or will the five-time national N.M., who qualified in
they now occupy.
at
row
front
the
of
Purmiddle
driving champion and threeIt would appear that the best chances for Coach Bennie
time Indy 500 winner bring up 198.183 m.p.h., posted the day's cell's Murray State team would be in the number one and two
Gursingles and in the number one doubles. Juha Niittyvirta should
another race car from his top speed at 192.102 in a
Jerry also be in contention in the number three singles.
Houston, Tex., garage, as ru- ney-Eagle. Teammate
posted a
In order to reach the finals, a player must win his first round
mors have it around the In- Grant, Irvine, Calif.,
h,
Dallenbac
Wally
and
188.009
Speedway.
match and his seniifinal match. A win in the first round of the
dianapolis Motor
N.J., ran singles and the doubles is worth two points. A victory in the
Foyt's speed is next-to-slow- East Brunswick,
semifinal round is also worth tow points.
est among the 30 cars qualified 187.8, also in an Eagle.
Funeral services were con- diviswn
Three points is awarded to a victory in the championship of a "
so far for the Memorial Day
at the
race. With only three spots re- ducted Monday night
.i
Funeral
The players are matched so as the number one singles men
mauling, the bumping could be- Farley Speedway
Art
driver
meet the number one singles men and so on. The same format is
gin Saturday and Foyt would Horne for veteran
be second to go after Sam Po- Pollard, Medford, Ore., killed applied to the doubles.
the
The ()VC champion will be determined by the number of points
sey, San Juan Capistrano, Ca- in a crash Saturday before
start of qualifications.
gainedln the OVC meet added to the number of points earned in lif., who qualified at 187.921.
Pollard's wife, Pat, was ac- regular season competition in the conference.
Foyt is seeking a spot in his
winner
As an example. let's say that Pettersen is eliminated in the Ili
16th race here. He won the 500 companied by pole
d and his semifinal round while Horsma wins the number two singles. Then
in 1961, 1964 and 1967 and a vic- Johnny Rutherfor
the two combine in the number one doubles to win that division.
tory would make him the only wife, Betty.
A eulogy was delivered by division.
four-time winner in the 500's
Tom Carnegie, sports director
Let's also say that two other singles players win their opening
history.
Indianapolis television sta- matches and one of the doubles teams is eliminated in the first
for
qualiTexan
d
The 38-year-ol
address round while the other is beaten in the championship.
fied his No. 14 Coyote-Foyt, tion WRTV and public
Adding together the points for the finishes, Murray would have •
which he built in his own shop announcer at the Speedway.
24 points. This would be added to the points they won in the
earned
at Houston.
regular season matches.
Wins Scholarship
"The car's capable if I can
The same would be done for Western and Austin Peay. So if
just get my motor working,"
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP)at
has 72 and Murray 65, then Western would be the
night
Western
Monday
student
a
said
Foyt
Kevin Eugene Cuneo,
Houston. "The car up there ( at sports writer for the Erie, Pa., champion.
Indianapolis) has run over 195 Times, has won the ThoroughMurray coach Bennie Purcell is optimistic about the chances of .
miles an hour."
bred Racing Association Grant- his team.
He said he returned to Hous- land Rice scholarship to Van- "I feel like we ar•going to be right in the running," Purcell said.
ton to work on the engine and derbilt University.
"It all boils down to this. We've had a successful season. We .
would return to Indianapolis
The scholarship, worth $13,- have beaten every team in the conference in regular season dual .
"whenever I finish. It might be 500 for four years at Van- matches. If we can get a few breakes, then it's really going to be
as late as Friday night."
derbilt, is awarded annually to close," Purcell added.
Foyt scotched the rumors the most promising sports
Tennis competition will open Thursday morning in Morehead IC
about bringing in a new car writer among high school with semifinals set for Friday and the championship round is
from Houston.
youths ready to enter college. scheduled for Saturday.
'What would I want a new It also provides summer jobs.

burgh 3-2 in 10 Innings, while
Atlanta stopped Houston and
San Diego halted San Francisco
by identical 7-1 scares.
The game between the New
York Meta and the Chicago
Cubs was postponed by cold
weather
Alexander, a young righthander, and Lee, a veteran
southpaw, matched zeroes
By The Associated Press
through regulation, forcing the
FOOTBALL
scoreless extra-inning
first
BLOOMINGTON, Minn.
Boston in two years.
in
game
The National Football League
The scoreless duel over nine
Minnesota Vikings announced
innings was even more surpristhat middle linebacker Lonnie
ing since both pitchers are norWarwick and reserve quartermally relievers.
back Bob Lee, who had played
"It was unbelievable, just unbeen
have
out their options,
," said Baltimore
believable
signed by the Atlanta Falcons
Earl Weaver, "but
Manager
in return for quarterback Bob
I've learned to expect the unberound
first
Berry and Atlanta's
lievable in this game."
draft choice next winter.
At Milwaukee, Dick Tidrow .
HOCKEY . .
a three-hitter over eight
hurled
PHILADELPHIA - The
but needed relief help
Innings,
Nathe
of
Philadelphia Flyers
from Tom Hilgenninth
the
in
tional Hockey League traded
Johnson to deand
Jerry
dorf
defenseman Rick Foley to the
feat the Brewers.
defensefor
Detroit Red Wings
freezing weather as well as
By JANE BRANDON
"A game like this when two
man Serge Lajeunesse.
Ladd, 77, was the big summer heat and wait weeks to guys come in and do a job can
Jesse
BASEBALL
money winner again at see.
turn everything around," said
ATLANTA - The Atlanta
Slow Heat-Ronnie Francis, Cleveland Manager Ken AsproWay Saturday
Race
Reidland
DiBraves traded catcher Bob
Bobby Taylor monte.
night as his super Mustang took 42, Bill Hay, 97,
dier to the Detroit Tigers in reand the 99, Ray Rodgers 115, and Jerry
heat
fast
the
Pinch hitter Tom McCraw
in
first
turn for catcher Gene Lamont.
White 13.
home Jim Spencer in
race.
singled
feature
Kansas
KANSAS CITY - The
Fast Heat-Jesse Ladd, 77, the 10th to give California and
heat saw Ronnie
slow
The
City Royals of the American Francis, 42, take the lead and Don Taylor 90, Melvin Wood- Bill Singer the victory over
League sold catcher Jerry May hold it all the way. Bobby ford, 70, and Bill Keeling, 24 Jr. Kansas City. It was Singer's
to the National League New Calhoun, 1, took first in the
Losers' race-Bobby sixth triumph in seven deciYork Mets
Calhoun, 1, Jerry Inman, D-7, sons.
losers' race.
Kenny Yates,33, Junior Keeling
Oakland's Ken Holtzman,
The winners' race was really 22, and Bob Canter 4.
DALLAS (API - The Dallas
to an early lead on Regstaked
Cowboys of the National Foot- a super-duper special, one of the
first-inning,
Jackson's
gie
ball League named Ken Locker all time great races, with
Winners' race-Melvin three-run homer, stopped the
70
car
in
University
Woodford
Melvin
of North Texas State
Woodford, 70, Jesse Ladd, 77, Chicago White Sox on four hits
winning.
as an assistant trainer today.
Bill Keeling, 24 Jr., Bobby to record his seventh victory
Locker, 21, has an extensive
Woodford battled Jesse Ladd Taylor 90, and Ronnie Francis against two losses.
background for his age. He is all the way with first one taking 42.
Joe Coleman raised hia
certified by the National Athlet- the lead and then the other,
Feature race-Jesse Ladd, record to 7-2 as he tossed a sixic Trainers Association, is li- Chevy and Ford giving all they 77, Junior Keeling fl, Melvin hitter at the New York Yancensed by Texas, has served in had with Woodford's Ford the Woodford, 70, Don Taylor 90, kees. Along the way, Coleman
the North Texas athletic de- winner.
and Jerry Inman, D-7.
struck out eight while walking
partment since 1969 and had
why
is
one
this
as
such
Top Qualifiers Kenny Yates, four.
Races
trainhead
one stint as interim
In the first game of a twinrace fans stand in line, set in 33, 22.86; Junior Keeling, 22,
er there
23.36; and Jerry Inman, D-7, ight doubleheader in Arlington,
Toby Harrah picked two outs in
23.50.
Mr. X was the winner in the the bottom of the ninth as the
*ELECT*
Hobby Car first heat while time to hit his first homer of
of.
CHARLES WINDSOR
James Satterfield took the the season and give the
Rangers a come-from-behind
Hobby feature.
for Magistrati
1111
victory over the Twins.
Dlitrict No.
Minnesota's Bobby Darwin
OAKLAND(API - The Oak- provided the late-inning heroics
and
work
road
10 years of
land Athletics sent outfielder in the second game, hitting his
of the fourth flOme run of the season
1 years business management J.* Johnstone to TucsonMonday
Pacific Coast League
in the 11th inning to break a 4-4
experience.
night and recalled pitcher Rob tie and help the Twins to the
Grove,
Lynn
C' k y S Windsor Box 53
Gardner from the farm club
victory.

Sports In
Brief
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LAWRENCE EIEST"'
LATEX HOUSE PAINT

4

OUR
REG
GALLON

REDWOOD
EXTERIOR
SPRAY
STAIN
FINISH

SUPER KEN-TONE'
LATEX WALL PAINT

GI 89
GALLON

.
474"0/1104'

*Accent Colors
also available
at higher pnces

IAMS
SINERWINWATILL
EVERY PRICE
QUALITY PAINTS

Southside Shopping Center
MURRAY, KENTUCK4
Phone 753-3321
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Ideal uses listed
Businessmen Respond To Prosed
for interior doors U.S. Changeover To Metric System
NE S YORK Il•P11— Want
to shut the door on the rising
home
major
of
costs
renovation? Then use doors to
do it, substituting them for the
much higher-cost installation of
walls or _partitions.
That'e the suggestion- of
Harry Muir, architectural
consultant for Scovill's Caradco
wood window and door
division. Advises Muir:
—You have an L-shaped
living-dining area, but would
prefer to have a separate dining
room. Simple: Put up a "wall
of interior doors where the
dining area meets the living
room.
—Your street door opens
directly into the living room,
but you don't care for this
arrangement. One solution:
Create a foyer effect using a
pair of interior doors and
sidelights.
—Space, or lack of it, is an
annoying and frustrating
problem in your kitchen,
especially for the storage of
little items such as herbs and
spices. What to do? Cut an
opening in the wall between the
studs. Install stud-width shelves
and cover the opening with a

trim paneled interior door.
—You enjoy sewing. You do
a lot of it, but each time you
have to drag everything out into
the living room. It would be
ideal to set up the sewirtg
machine and other equipment
in the bedroom without making
it too obvious. A solution:
Make • closet with bi-folding
interior doors.
- 'L window in your living
room has an unsightly view
But ou don't want Si, seal it off
permanently. because there are
times when you need the light.
One solution: Use a pair of
interior doors as "fine furniture- window covers.
—A hinged door that swings
causes•cramped condition in a
bathroom-dressing room, -One
way to cope: Build a pocket for
a sliding, interior door, thus
eliminating the swing.
Muir added that the new
doors of molded wood fiber lend
themselves to such diversified
living roles as well as to their
traditional uses in the home
because their deep relief panels
and wood-textured surfaces
harmonize with most interior
designs.
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Should the U.S. go from
ounces and feet to grams and
meters by switching to the
nearly-universal
metric
system? The answer, from one
segment of the population which
would be most affected, is not a
overly-enthusiastic "yes."
The nation's independent
business proprietors, in a
survey conducted by the
National Federation of Independent Business, have voted
in favor of a 10-year plan to
convert the U.S. weights and
measures to the decimal-based
metric system. The total
response from 50 states adds up
to 51 per cent in favor, 41 per
cent opposed and 8 per cent
undecided.
The responses of Kentucky
business people in the poll show
48 per cent endorsing the 10year change, 41 per cent in
opposition and 11 per cent with
no convictions.
Small businesses would
probably encounter more
problems than large businesses
in making the transition, but a
majority apparently believe it.
would be worth it. Experts say
the nation's world trade position
is hampered by confusion
between metric-measured foreign goods and the "awkward"
U.S. system of inches and feet,
and ounces, pints and quarts.
The Senate and House are
expected to act on metric
system legislation during the
coming months.
A National Bureau of Standards' study concluded that a
coordinated program is needed
to avoid excessive costs and
confusion for small companies.
The costs are a big question
mark, and the Administration
has declared there should be no
subsidies to help business
convert.
The Federation has advised
Congress to move cautiously on
a metric changeover, in view of
the costs. An upstate New York
engineering and surveying firm
owner wrote: ' "Everything we

do involves numbers which are
currently in the English units.
We feel that a conversion to
metric is desirable and should

Pilot Takes
Unexpected
State Tour
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
AP) — A Memphis, Tennessee
man,en route from Pennsylvania to his home, took an unexpected tour of the Bluegrass
State this past weekend.
Robert Frank Lareens, with
about 100 hours of flight time,
landed his Cherokee Arrow 200
ins field in Cumberland County Friday night, after it ran out
of fuel.
He spent the night at Burkesville, and Saturday arranged for the field to be partially mowed, so the plane
could take off. To insure the
craft would be light enough to
clear the rough field, he only
tilled the tank with 10 gallons
—enough for him to reach
Glasgow to refuel.
But 28-year-old Laments overshot that town, and reported to
Bowling Green he was lost and
low on fuel.
A State Police pilot came to
the rescue, however. Ray Sisk
said he searched for the plane,
and spotted a craft fitting Larsens' description at Cave City.
Sisk wiggled his plane's
wings to attract Larsens' attention, and the two planes landed
safely at Glasgow — Larsen
with just 1.2 gallons of fuel remaining
Sisk said he believed Larsens
could have flown several more
minutes, and then would have
had to seek another open field
for a forced landing.
The last report on Larsen,
was that he was headed toward
Tennessee — one more time.

Spring Lamb Shows Still Are Popular

be accomplished. The project is
monumental and must be
scheduled over a considerable
period of time in order not to
cause chaos or bankruptcy."
A West Virginia television
—dealer suggested "a much
longer lead time for a complete
changeover, to allow a complete
generation to be educated in the
school systems to the metric
system."
Metric terms are becoming
more popularly known through
their use in drugs,film sizes and
foreign-car
parts,
but
Americans probably would
have difficulty adapting to
kilometers instead of miles and
the centigrade measurements
Instead of Fahrenheit.
One skeptical businessman
told the Federation "the only
good the change to the metric
system would do would be to
give the tool industry a shot in
the arm."
Apparently buoying the
business owners' vote in favor
of metric measurement is the
United States' world trade
problems, contributing to
devaluation of the dollar. Many
apparently agree that the U.S.
will gain by adopting the system
used by all other major countries.
Most proposals call for a
voluntary conversion, with
changes only where advantageous,
with
a
businessman free to decide
whether a change is worth the
cost. If Congress enacted such a
plan, those
independent
businessmen who fear compulsion might jump on the
metric bandwagon.

FFA One to a heavy rain storm on
By WENDELL P BUTLER offers classes for
exhibitors, plus a Device class. the day of the Blue Grass Show
Commissioner of Agriculture
Although the number of sheep This later class if for exhibitors last year, some exhibitors were
on Kentucky farms has declined under 18 years of age who have unable to participate, but other
In recent years, the spring lamb never before exhibited.
than this, the numbers have
This show offers $1,250 in remained good.
shows sponsored by the Kentucky
Department
of premiums. Because it is a large
Kentucky has long been noted
Agriculture continue to be show, it has classes for pens of
10 lambs; pens of 20 lambs; and for its production of outstanding
popular with producers.
This year the Department will carlots of X lambs. Entries at spring Iambs and they remain a
sponsor two lamb shows in both ofthe shows are, of course, popular commodity in some of
cooperation with local Interests. sold immediately after the the eastern states. Last year,
Kentucky
farmers realized
On Saturday, May 12, the East classes are completed.
During the past several $1,888,000 from the sale of sheep
Kentucky Graded Lamb Show
and Sale will be held at years, the entries at both of the and lambs which was a four
Flemingsburg. It will be shows have remained steady. percent increase above 1971.
followed by the Central Kentucky Lamb Show and Sale at
Lexington on Saturday, May 19.
* RE-ELECT *
The East Kentucky Show will
offer exhibitors $1,000 in
premiums. Exhibitors will
receive additional premium
money for exhibiting prime
lambs. Classes will be offered
for both youth and adult
Ward B
exhibitors.
Your
Vote
and
Influence Will Be Appreciated
The Central Kentucky Show
Is the larger of the two and in
Paid Pol. Ad., paid by W.R. Furches,604 Poplar
addition to an open class, it also

CITY COUNCIL

Pagliars Pizza

--5-10 Main
Phone 753-2975
Open Under New Management

FREE! FAST!! HOT! DELIVERY
To insure the hottest delivery in town, we use portable
ovens to insure you of a fresh and hot meal.
* Every Tuesday *

SPAGHETTI
00`1
SPECIAL
(Garlic Bread Included

SUMMER SALE OF
1))7A°02V

Nylon

Of

SPECIAL!

HUNDIVS.ond 44050540$
o/ you,' lovorrt•
afIrises and Pont S.M,

'1

TOPS or
BOXER SHORTS

SPECIAL PURCHASE of the

MEN cow
POLYESTER i361iBi.E 10.11

SHORTS /1 SLACKS
JAMAICA MATS

irr• cnro•ioble

Solid & jacquard patterns

pop.Aor

encr
sole

big selection...
big savings_

Cho..• now kr boil

Reg. 1.19 to 1.39

BUY 2 and SAVE

3-6x and 7-14

$7

SLACKS
Reg. '13 SALE PRICE

Sizes S to XXX

Periect tk) wear with siaLks and pant wits

1" Value

Paid Pol. Ad.
Alexander, R

Long Sleeve Illtressa

88

5

PANT SHIRTS

SPECIAL
large Colleclion

Reg. '12
SALE PRICE

lan eaku'As
eiry '14

Men's 100% Polyester

Men's 100% Polyester

Double Knit

Choose latest styles
of Famous Brands

'12
$1
0 Reg. '4
Reg. '6

JACKETS
FLARE LEG

Siriac Quality

SPECIAL

JEANS

3"

"FITS FAS/UT OVFR BOOTS"

Special

Sizes 8-18

7

New Styles in
Latest E-Z Care Fabrics

Bianchi

sr,. Yalu('

MENS SHORT SLEEVE

Extra durable 14 02 plus denim
Woven especially for WRANGLE
R
Western Wear
.

SPORT SHIRTS

SANkORIll-D
Eabrii.. shrinkage less than )

STRAW HATS
SPECIAL

1088

SOTS UNLINED

SPORT COATS

30

pr

Others to '22
Adorns and

BOYS

DOUBLE KNIT

SLACKS

$4

Calloway
"Your Candi
Law and

ALFRED DUNKER

GALAXY CAN OPENER
6.88

Sher
of

$2

SPECIAL

Reg. gg.

S.

By Nevyle Sha
UK College of
LEXINGTON,
bounteous May, the
spire, mirth and
warm desire; woods
are of thy dressing,
cloth boast thy b
It was thus on al
morning that the
Milton, was moved to
indeed, this month is
revitalization and
But for the gardener
more. It is a man
There are seeds to
to set out, insects to
to chop down, arid
prune, especially
Spires, and F
one-fifth of the old
ground level.)
Frosts sometimes
May, but nev
month when bean,
gourd, okra, p
tomato, muskme
watermelon seed
planted. C.R. Ro
tension garden
University of Ken
of Agriculture, r
May 10-15 as the
for these crops. An
rule holds that any
May is a good
watermelons or
but to harvest these
hot mid-August,
best, the seed
by mid-May.
Sweet potato
set out by May 10,
tomatoes by the 4th
plants should be set
May.
As flea betties,
anaother
beetles, bagorms,
pests.
May, the gardener
to have a supply
mended insecticid
help thwart the
careers. Accor
Gregory, UK
tomologist, sevin,
methozychlor will
most garden

for

Polyester cotton blend Perm,' Pr

White and Decorator Colors
of A sOcado Or Gold.

What

T. G.
Alexa

STONESWEAR GOWN

Nylon Hose

2 pril8C

Despite the gov
figures on unemplo
the big welfare ro
appears to be a
shortage in the mid
According to the
report from the contin
survey of the
Federation of Ind
Business,the number
jobs reported open
dependent business
has almost double
January.

* VOTE F

SPECIAL

KNEE-111

with Knife Sharpener

$

Reg. $9 SALE PRICE

LADIES

•
e

9

Compare Our Quality, Atmosphere, Service & Cleanliness
With Anyone!
Open 4:00 p.m. Every Day

GIRL'S
In Cofton

Growing

WM. R. FURCHES

Bibles in doctors offices?
EAST LANSING, Mich.
IL PI I-- Gideons International,
the organization which provides
lintels and motels with bibles, is
now supplying doctors' and
dentists' offices, too.
Michigan Gideons placed
5.000 bibles in doctors' and
dentists' offices last year and
plan to place another 10,000 in
offices this year.

TOPS & SHORTS
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Reg. 2.99

Piftwartent Press-:—

Reg. 3.99

FOUR WAYS TO SHOP •
Cash Lay-A-Way or
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$300

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
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Growing Labor Shortage Apparent Despite Figures On Unemployment
Despite the government
figures on unemployment, and
the big welfare rolls, there
appears to be a growing labor
shortage in the nation.
According to the March
report from the continuous field
survey of the National
Federation of Independent
Business,the number of unfilled
jobs reported open by independent business respondents
has almost doubled since
January.

Although the percentage of
firms reporting they have
unfilled jobs open remains
steady at 20 per cent of the
respondents, the average
number of unfilled jobs per
respondent has jumped from
268 in January to 4.86 in March.
Projecting these Federation
findings against the nation's Si
million independent enterprises
indicates that there are
5,126,000 jobs unfilled, as
compared to 2,970,000 in
January.

What To Do In May
I.

The biggest demand for labor
is in the South Atlantic states
where 26 per cent of the
respondents report an average
of 9.85 unfilled jobs each.
Although the number of employers looking for help has
constant, the
remained
average number of jobs per
firm open has almost tripled
since January.
Ranking next in the labor
shortage areas are the midAtlantic states. Although the
respondents
of
number
reporting unfilled jobs has
dropped from 20 to 17 per cent,
the number of vacancies per
reporting firm has quadrupled
with an average of 9.03 jobs
each.
In the New England states the
number of unfilled jobs is
remaining about constant with
23 per cent reporting an
average of 3.59 jobs each.
The Pacific Coast states
remain the least likely area for
job seeking, with only 13 per
cent reporting an average of
2.22 jobs each.
In the rest of the country, 18 to
22 per cent report unfilled lobs,
average
ranking close to an
of 3 per respondent.
In January, it appeared that
the unfilled job situation was
largely due to the fact that
lower paid jobs were going
begging primarily because the
take-hcane pay after taxes is

consult your county Extension
By Nevyle Shackelford
agent for information on exUK College of Agriculture
how much to
LEXINGTON, KY.—"Hail, actly what and
bounteous May, that doth in- use.
A bluebird family will also do
spire, mirth and youth and
cutwarm desire; woods and groves a lot toward controlling
much
give
are of thy dressing, hill and dale worms—and
pleasure at the same time. It
doth boast thy blessing."
a pair of
It was thus on a long-ago May may be well to attract
and useful
morning that the poet, John these interesting
a bird box
Milton, was moved to write and, songsters by erecting
the garden
indeed, this month is a time of somewhere along
revitalization and inspiration. Path.
Bagworm feeding begins in
But for the gardener it is much
during this month. Eggs
earnest
more. It is a month of work.
intered in gray
There are seeds to plant, plants that have over-w
swinging from
bags,
or
cases
weeds
to set out, insects to slay,
hatch
shrubbery,
the
on
twigs
to chop down, and shrubs to
start eating. It is
prune, especially Deutzia, and the larvae
active stage that sevin
Spires, and Forsythia ( take out at this
should be applied.
malathion
or
one-fifth of the old sterns at the
Use dimethoate to control leaf
ground level.)
especially on holly and
Frosts sometimes occur in minors,
This pesticide also
boxwood.
May, but nevertheless it is the
be used for scale, applying
month when bean, cucumber, can
mid-May to July.
gourd, okra, pumpkin, squash, it from
other things to do in
Some
tomato, muskmelon, and
As it needs it, mow the
watermelon seed must be May:
on the lawn. Cut it
planted. C.R. Roberts, Ex- bluegrass
inches high and
two
about
tension garden specialist at the
remove heavy clippings. Sow
University of Kentucky College
seeds of marigold, cosmos,
of Agriculture, recommends
dianthus, coxcomb, and
May 10-15 as the planting date drum,
phlox. Cut away dead
annual
for these crops. An old planting
on tulips and daffodils.
foliage
in
Saturday
any
that
rule holds
chrysanthemums, when
May is a good time to plant Pinch
6 inches in height,
reach
they
watermelons or muskmelons,
out terminal buds;
taking
in
fruits
two
these
harvest
but to
pinching until July
hot mid-August, when they taste continuing
fertilizer
nitrogen
Add
15.
best, the seed should be planted
where mulches have been used
by mid-May.
whenever possible, apply
Sweet potato plants should be and,
to flowers and
mulches
set out by May 10, and to have
crops to cut down on
tomatoes by the 4th of July, the vegetable
chores. Set out bulbs
plants should be set out in early weeding
like dahlias, canna
tubers
and
May
galdiolus, and stake
As flea betties, cucumber lilies, and
like
plants
ng
beetles, bagworms, cutworms, tall-growi
.
delphinium
in
feeding
start
and other pests
But above all when doing
May, the gardener will be wise
take a few
to have a supply of recom- these chores,
times to enjoy
between
minutes
to
hand
on
insecticides
mended
sights and
help thwart them in their the many delightful
wonderful month.
careers. According to W.W. sounds of this
that the warGregory, UK Extension en- For it is in May
and other
thrushes,
the
blers,
or
tomologist, sevin, malathion
are at their
methoxychlor will take care of wild twiesmiths
best; when bleeding
most garden insect problems; melodious
hearts sparkle in the lush green
grass, candytuft reaches its
peak, and the sweet, haunting
* VOTE FOR *
odors of the lily-of-the-valley
and other flowers and shrubs fin
the air.
May will come again, it is
true, but not this May, and to
become so engrossed in planting and sowing and cultivating
for
and miss the beauties and
wonders of the season is little
short of tragic.

less than what can be gained in
many cases through tax-free
welfare.
This apparently, still holds
true as 63 per cent of the jobs
open are in the field of retailing
and the services. The service

vocation although embracing
some highly paid specialists as
mechanics, also employs many
unskilled workers in service
stations, drive-ins, fast food
outlets and similar establishments.

Air cooling system
takes good planning
NORK, Pa. (UP11- Hoorn
size alone will not deterniine thq
efficiency of an air conditioning'
Ii nit.
—
A room's dimensions reveal
amount of air that
the
,nly
must be conditioned in an ideal
situation. U. hat also must be
considered, according to Doti
Harlacker, manager of room aut
conditioners at the York
division of Borg-U. arner Corp{
is the "Heat-gain source."
or example, if there is
nothing in a room 15 by 17 feet
that increases normal heat and
humidity, that space may be
and
cooled
comfortably
dehumidified by a 5,000 Btu
unit ta little less than one-half
ton'. Ilarlacker claims.
Cl hat is important in
determining the correct unit far
a room is consideration of the
following heat-gain sources if
they exist in a room:
--Sliding glass doors that leg
in the sun a radiant heat.
indows with southern
exposure.

—Heavy draperies thift
absorb and capsulate heat in P
room.
—Heat and humidity in •
bedroom with adjoining bath.
—Cooking heat from a
nearby kitchen.
U. ith air conditioners that
contain thermostats it is better
to install a slightly undersized
unit than one too large for an
area, Harlacker advises. A toolarge unit will cool the room too
quickl), causing the compressor
to turn on and off repeatedly,
thus using more power without
filtering or dehumidifying qie
air adequately.
A continuously-run smaller
unit alsocan be less expetisi‘e
than one too large," Harlacker
says. "Once a room is cooled, a
minimum amount of power is
required by the air conditioner
to keep it cool. If heat is allowed
to build up, however, the unit
will have to work at full
capacity over a longer periodof
time to remove the humidity
and lower the temperature to
the degree desired.'

However independent
manufacturers, construction
and transportation firms, where
a higher wage scale prevails,
also report they are not able to
fill jobs they have open.
Among manufacturers, 41 per
cent report an average of 4.86
job openings, among construction firms, 27 per cent
report an average of 5.25 unfilled job openings and among
independent transportation
firms, 37 per cent report an
average of 5 unfilled job
oPening,B.
For some time the independent construction firms
have reported a shortage of
skilled building trade workers.
With the current soaring prices
of lumber and mortgage interest, it is presumed likely that
this shortage of labor in this
area will diminish. In addition,
a shortage of gasoline may also
decrease the unfilled jobs
existing in March among independent transportation
firms.
On the basis of the March
returns, Federation researchers believe that the apparent
shortage of labor is not only due
more profitable
to the
arrangement offered by tax
free welfare, but is also due to
the fact that restrictive labor
practices concerning apprentices has resulted in a
shortage of craftsmen.

Competition For Research Or
Graduate Grants Is Opened
Competition for grants'for
graduate study or research and
for professional training in the
creative and performing arts
for 1974-75 has been officially
opened by the Institute of International Education.
About 550 awards to 46
countries are expected to be
available for that year. Information and application
forms may be obtained from:
Norman 0. Lane, Fulbright
Program Adviser, Room 305,
Administration Building,
Murray State University,
Murray, Ky., 42071.
Lane emphasized that the
deadline date for applications in
his office is October 10 of this
year.
Grants in the program, which
Is designed to increase mutual
understanding between the
people of the United States and
other countries through the
exchange of persons, knowledge
and skills are provided under
the terms of the Mutual
Educational and Cultural
1961
Act of
Exchange
(Fullxight-Hays Act) and by
foreign governments,
universities and private donors.
Applicants must be U.S.
citizens at the time of application, who will hold a
bachelor's degree or its

Not just one but two belts

A pound of honey may hold
the essence of 2 million
National!
blossoms, says
•
(;Eographic.

Any Sizes
Listed

of steel cord. Not on top of
but between two polyester
cord plies.
Polyester

equivalent before the beginning
date of the grant and, in most
cases, be proficient in the
language of the host country.
Except for certain specific
awards, candidates may not
hold the Ph. D. degree at the
time of application.
Creative and performing
artists are not required to have
a bachelor's degree, but they
must have four years of
professional study or equivalent
experience. Social work applicants must have at least two
years of professional experience after the Master of
Social Work degree; candidates
in medicine must have the M.D.
degree at the time of application.
Selection is based on the
academic and-or professional
record of the applicant, the
validity and feasibility of his
proposed study plan, his
language preparation and
qualifications.
personal
Preference is given to candidates between 20 and 35 years
of age who have not had prior
opportunity for extended study
or residence abroad.

* F78-14

13/32 Tread Depth

* G78-14

for Plus Mileage

Two Polyester Cord Body Plies

* H78-14
* 678-15

Two Inserted Steel Belts

* H78-15

78 Series Design

T. G. (Ted)
Alexander
Sheriff

of
Calloway County
"Your Candidate for
Law and Order"

Paid Pol. Ad. by T.G.
Alexander, RI1.2, Murray.

English Catholics
LONDON (UPI I— The
Catholic Directory says there
Roman
4,125,780
are
Catholics in England and
Wales, 115,000 more than
three years ago. But it said
and
converts. baptisms
marriages have gone down.

All Prices F.E.T. $2.11-$3.77 each

Gillette
TIRES

Use Your Credit * No Money Down
No Finance Charge * 6 Months To Pay
With Approved Credit

RODGER WARD

CRAGAR

"INDY CHAMP"

Wheels

•Raised White
Letters
•Wide, Eight
Rib Tread
•Full 4-Ply Nylon
Cord

Sizes
14x6
Of

15x6
HOW LONG IS ENOUGH? Our present County Judge
has been in office for the past twenty years, paid for by the
taxpayers. We have had an unwritten custom in Calloway
Ceenty that two terms in a county office is enough. If you
agree with me that this man has been in office twig
enough,then vote for Roger W. Jones for Calloway County
Judge.
Roger W. Jones
—candidate- for Calloway ()aunty Judge

Paid for by Susan Jones, Treasurer, Route 1, Almo,
Kentuck

As Low As

As Low As
2"
/
Up to 101

Complete
With Center
And Lug Nuts

808 Colc!water Road
Near 5 Points

BFGoodrich

$3395*

B.F.
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STEEL
RADIAL

UNIR•Y AL
ZETA 40M
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STEEL BELTED RADIALS
THAN ALL OTHER AMERICAN
TIRE ME. PUT TOGETHER.

$3895
EWING TIRE SERVICE
Wide

Size F60-14

Hours: Mon. thru Fri. 7:30-5:30 — Sat. 7:30-5:00

$39.34*
$42.511
$44.63
$49.66
$54.11
$44.83*
851.87
$54.87
$59.59
$413 16
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11.41
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LONDON, Ky.(AP)- A 36-

FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) Gov. Wendell Ford has said
begin

will

to

soon

in-

Be Dangerous, NASA
Officials Report

crease protection against future
flooding by raising parts of the

CAPE KENNEDY,Fla.(AP)
space
-If an astronaut tried a

MLssi&stppi River levee below
Fulton and Hickman counties.

that
walk to repair the problem
Skylab
has delayed the first
a
mission, it would be like

Ford said the Memphis District of the Army Corps of Engineers informed him the action, which should begin shortly
and be completed in 15 days.
The job involves raising two

to the crown over a distance of
about 4,600 feet, the governor

meteorite

said.
also

announced

when

was

shield

that

ripped

year but the prospect was un-

This apparently jammed two
power panels, so they
when or-

ployed by rain and flood dam-

dered to unfold from their accordion storage position, of-

age.

ficials said.

Claims may be filed at local
unemployment insurance offices, said Ford, who has designated the state Department of
Economic Security

handle

to

The panels were to have consolar energy to elec-

verted

trical energy to power many of
astronauts
experiments
the
Conrad

Jr., Paul

J.

the claims.

Charles

Last Saturday, President Nixon declared Ballard, Carlisle,
and
Hickman
Fulton,

Weitz and Dr. Joseph P. Kerwin would perform during their

major

The astronauts were to blast
into orbit and board Skylab to-

McCracken

counties a

disaster area.

18-Year-Old
Pays $1,800
For Comic Book
SACRAMENTO, Calif. ( AP
- The "ultimate comic book'
has changed hands here vritt
an 18-year-old high school 5th
dent paying $1,8C0 for it.
Mitchell Meticty said Monday
he had to sell part of his collection of more than 2,000 COM1Cf
to pay for his latest acquisitor
- one of only nine remaining
. copies of the first "Superman"
comic book, issued in 1938.
Mehdy says he bought the

comic from

postponed until Sunday.
Many people wondered why
an astronaut just couldn't step
Into space and free the solar
panels manually.
that

officials replied

.NASA

trained

hadn't been

for such a space walk, the umbilical cord that carries their
and

oxygen

power

wouldn't

reach the panels comfortably
and there was danger that
sharp metal from the torn cover could slice through a space
suit.
And

a

NASA

engineer

ex-

plained that each of the one-ton
panels is actuated by explosive
devices "and we don't want

"It's an artifact of nostalgic

them messing around in a situ-

26,

also

of

mento.
vahse that beckons the heart,"
said MeIxty. "Let's put it this
way: Action Comic No. its the

ation that hazardous."
He said that any attempt to
free

1 ultimate comic book."
The book is "priceless," Mehcty said, but he might be willing
fit* sell it - for nothing

less

.than
810,000.
"The only way I'd sell it is to

,- ta

announced Monday night that
the manned launch had been

Sacra-

Holstein,

-

day, but the National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Theodore

vintage

4,

planned 28-day mission.

the crew

the

panels

could

cause

them to flip open violently. An
astronaut caught in

the

way

could find himself in the4yrne
potation as the mouse too slow
in dodging the trap.

"I want

At a news conference, NASA

the world to see it, to see what

spokesmen were asked if the

It's really like."

crew could use the Apollo space

museum," he said

that

micro-

solar

failed to open fully

and

The spokesman.also said the
first Skylab crew might learn
something that would allow the

Center said.

1970 for persons in five Western
Kentucky counties left unem-

probe,

wouldn't be too practical since
you'll need that for docking."

from the side of the spacecraft,
official& at the Kennedy Space

funds are available under the
National Disaster Relief Act of

for seven years. He altered the

likely.

peacefully to arrest as long as
t try to manhandle me
'
they don

Fayette County Jail April 26,

contempt

docking

quoted as saying if "they come
to arrest me, I will submit

face, has not paid income taxes

he

attempted to leave the

I ll
and put handcuffs on me. '
go before a federal judge, set a

courtroom during a hearing on
charges

against him
Judge

by

Bernard

U.S.
T.

placed

trial date and I'll walk out of
that courtroom.

District

Moynahan

"And

Jr.

bond

Judge Moynahan ruled Mon-

if

he

tries

to

set

a

I'm not going to tolerate

tempt after he refused to enter

and I'll blow the ciarrm
judge s head off, too."
The author of the story, Cou-

the grand jury room at Lexing-

rier-Journal reporter John Fin-

It,

day no bail would be set.
Straface was cited for con-

ley, appeared at U.S. District

ton without the press present
and

refused

to

answer

tained from an interview with
Straface.
Stier said Finley testified the
quote was substantially correct.
Slier also said Straface testi-
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Curtin, Hickman. 114,166.
N. D
Robert Sanger. Hickman. $14.314 Bill
Goodman. HICILInall, 1114.0114; R. B.
corpoGoalder, Hickman. 1110.370: James R.
Twenty farmers and
Caldwell, Fulton. 1118.641. Roland
rations in Kentucky received
Parks. Tiptonville. Tenn.. 114,711;
B. Walker. Hickman. 16.175; William
820,000 or more in government
Marion Mitchum. Hickman, 116.415,
Amber!, Land Co.. Hickman. NEM
'payments in 1972.
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payments
subsidy
The
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Jee Whitman. Ttptonville. Tenn..
servation Service (ASCS) last Billy
WOW; Paul McKee* Heirs. Harris$37.3
than
Pa.. 86.014. vends Co:. Fulton.
burg.
more
totaled
year
mass:
million in the state, about 3.4
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H. Sullivan. Barnwell. 115.760;
ton. 15.127;
Hobbs, FancyFarm. 13.11103; Breaux
Bohannon Tares. Inc.. Salem. $23.Ballard Co., Louisville. Mille; Robert
617274;
16.106,
402. Caries Gordon, Benton. 16.634,
Larkins Jr., Charteeton. Mo..
W. Z. Shuns, Jr.. Smithland. Gerald
Larry Lovell. Sturgis, 115.1011. Mar
Kenneth Parks. ruin., 1111.417;
Farms. Marion. $11,234; Edward Olsen.
,
Cm
Shafer. Evansville, Ind.. 11111.107;
Sturgis. 811.1052, Carrie Ainneorth.
C
Sot Belt. Hampton. 116.1130; George
Marion. $1511; AR Valley Farms
Cbiros.
D.
Laois
Foster, Marna. IMAM
Salem. 111.1.14. Janata S. Champion.
Paul S James Myrick.
117.3414i
Chawnelon.
Marion.
D.
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Marion. 16.1135;
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HarHarry P Rudolph. Salem, 611.5112:
16.54.%
ley & Bobby Williams. Lola
Del1111.316;
Marion.
Fraser.
Robert N
Bendel'
mer Mitchell. Burns. 15.719: Carole
B Wilson Jr., hake. 115,735;
CallRamer. Smithland. 1115,314. Dale
ender. Ledbetter, 1115413; Jackie pl.,.
16.346; Thomas F. Over.
field. Burns. 16.161;
Louisville Trust Co.. Louisville. 1113,706; Newman Herring. Eddysille. 812:
117.164;
3001 Williams Bros., Eddirville, 06.303;
James Quertermouc Fredonia,
Lee S. Jones. Louisville, 11111.011;
Leslie Myers. Hardin, 116.410;
Thomas W. Baker. Cadiz. 163154;
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L
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6114113;
Jones. Cadiz.
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Rogers.
H.
John
ington. 15.26a.
16.134.

paying

EARL FUTRELL
for SHERIFF
There have been some great men in the sheriff's office in Calloway County, so I will try to
live up to the example of these great shoriffs.I will say, too, that I will hire reliable deputies
from Calloway County who know the nature alki needs of the people and the roads of
in Calloway County. I would not say,
Calloway County, because they have lived their lives
that might arise. I
nor would I want anyone to say, that I could handle alone any situation
be too big, I will not hesitate to ask
will always try to be where I am needed. Should the job
if you ask for it. Should you
for help from other available sources-help is always available
choose me your next sheriff, I will do the best that I can. I win be fair and honest with the

people. With my trust in God and your trust in me I will try to fulfill the duties of sheriff.

under

the

Rule

Bill,

Gen.

William

Available 24 Hours A Day,
7 Days A Week, 365 Days A Year!!
poi ad paid for by Earl Futrell, Rt. I,Murray
Please
Vote...

The Army said Monday that
the 4,900 officers are no longer
needed in the post-Vietnam era.

Revenue Service said Straface

was taken out of context.

"won't give us the proper books

asked to leave the service by

something

and records to make a determi-
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Fine Mars influel
up the reins and cire

WhatI. 's the difference in
a Sealy Posturepeclic?

strong

procedures, howevel
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Continuing good

your individuality,
creative potentials.
GEMINI
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A top day for you.

available opportuni
yourself high on
winners.
CANCER
( June 22 to July 231
Planetary influem
new and graduallj
trends. You won't li
immediately, but
better than

Ford Establishes
Council on Medical,
And Dental Facilities
Gov. Wendell Ford has estabAdvisory

Dental
Facilities for Kentucky's correctional institutions.
Named to two-year terms on
the council were: Dr carl
Cooper, Bedford; Dr William
Keller, Louisville; Dr. Delmas
Clardy, Hopkinsville ; Dr William Moses, Louisville . Dr.

Council on Medical and

LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Sharpen your wit
obliquely, aslant a
direct focus, so you
instead of alienatini
encounter may be '
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23
Steady does it!
tactic is not loringire
you desire, tailor
Listen to suggestio
well before accepts

tit

LIBRA
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23
A fine day foi

literary and social
all things, capitall

finesse. Romance f(
SCORPIO

( Oct. 24 to Nov. 221
Excellent aspects
clever activity, but

The biggest difference is
how you Feel in the morning..

•
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for
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impulsiveness,
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nonfrui
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dertakings.
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ready for new I
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CAPRICORN

72 to Jan. 20
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achieve it. Consult
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AQUARIUS

(Dec.

Jan. 21 to Feb. 19
Concentrate on

make you feel that
worth living. In tt
can relieve tensic

more fit to handli
ahead.

4- III

4

PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 2
Why not try that

if intuition tells )
time is ripe? If not

could step into a br
wonderful

•CiA"-f*.c4.
.
j
4..

very special:
The Postureped ic promise is
ing on a too-soft
"no morning backache from sleepmattress.." The extraordinary Posturepedic is'aesigned in
cooperation with leading orthopedic surgeons for firm support. More thanjust a mattress, it's a -Unique Back Support
System. With programmed coils plusban 6xtra firm -tor'sion
barlounclation.ChDose. Extra Firm or Gevtly Firm'comport.
6-re

20% BIGGER QUEEN SIZE 60x80"2-pc. set $279.95
- 50% BIGGER KING SIZE 76x80" 3-pc. set $399.95

S

995

Thurman Furniture
Roger Jones for Cal °waif CâtyJUàEH
Renard Jolly, Cadiz, and Dr.
Carl Lange, Lexington.

may a

glance. Study!

Riley said neither the state con-

exempt property from taxes.

ta

skills, so make the
really good day.

In response to a query from

expressly or by implication, to

your

stimulate

time to put forth be
advantage
take

Scott County Atty. Virgil Pryor,

fiscal court any power, either

with e
wi
to

TAURUS

ad-

stitution nor state laws give a

and

Adhere

vised.

-lished a Governor's

Look in the sectio
your birthday come
what your outlook is

ARIES

sources.

Atty.

has

FOR WEDNESDAY,

to the stars.

said the Army.

1972 County
Asst,

Francs D
MA

Louisville,

Straface's attorney, asked his
client in court if he would be

property

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -

Vote for Earl Futrell,
A Sheriff for Calloway County

duty.

shooting a judge, but added it

said

FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)- A
county cannot exempt a new in-

Home

be notified next month they are
active
released from
being

Only officers below the rank of
lieutenant colonel are being

have

Counties Cannot
Exempt Industries
From Paying Taxes
taxes

A
WASHINGTON (AP) -little less than 10 per cent of
the Army's reserve officers will

Your lndiv
[foram

(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)

LA/141, Tolu,

dustry from

Army To Cut Back
Reserve Officers

quest-

Kentucky Farmers Get
Record In Subsidies
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Despite the strong demand for
grain crops and the high prices
they command, Kentucky farmers last year received an increase of more than $12 million
over the previous year, for reducing their feed grain and
wheat acreage.

A spokesman for the Internal

peared in the newspaper Apr.
16, and said the quote was ob-

Jr. said
l
tered around a Courier-Journa
report in which Straface was

Court

District

about

Attorney Eugene Slier
s hearing cen'
Monday

man, Samuel F. Stra-

The

-ews of Skylab 2 or 3 to make
space walk repairs later in the

aluminum

an

U.S.

fied that the quotation was substantially correct, that be may

....ourt at London to testify that
he wrote the article which ap-

U.S

hearing here.

dryly: "About the only thing
you could use would be the

Monday

hour

an

a

after

after

A mighty Saturn 5 rocket was
thundering past 40,000 feet at
1,000 miles

year-old Versailles man was or-

A Woodford County land developer, Straface had claimed
the Declaration of Independence provides for people to
abolish governments that do
not serve their needs, and he
said he can prove his case if he
ever gets into court.
Straface estimated his federal tax liability at more than
$50,000.

actions dealing with corporate
tivity of Appalachian Land,Inc.

dered to return to jail Monday

craft to bump the panels loose.
replied
spokesman
One

to
mouse trying to trip a trap
get some cheese.

reaches of the levee an average
of 1.5 feet by adding material

Ford
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Space Repair Would Straface Ordered To Return To Jail Monday
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To Protect
Against Floods
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* Use Your Bank Americard for All
Your Purchases at Big KI!

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

MUIR INFKSEAT WITH
"TOSSEM" FEEDER KIT
388

Prices Good Through May 25th

FOR WEDNESDAY,
MAY 16, 1973
Look in the section in which
your birthday conies and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
,
1
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) .1441
Fine Mars influences. Take
up the reins and drive straight,
strong and with enthusiasrn.
well-defined
to
Adhere
procedures, however.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Continuing good influences
stimulate your talents and
skills, so make the best of a
really good day. Emphasize
your individuality, warmth and
creative potentials.
GEMINI
ust4,"
(May 22 to June 21)
A tap day for you. This is the
time to put forth best efforts, to
take advantage of every
available opportunity and put
yourself high on the list of
winners.
CANCER
( June 22 to July 73)
Planetary influences indicate
new and gradually changing
trends You won't like them all
immediately, but many are
better than may appear at a
glance. Study'
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 6,41:-T'A
Sharpen your wit but point it
obliquely, aslant of anyone's
direct focus, so you will please
instead of alienating. Some you
encounter may be "touchy."
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Steady does it! If a plan or
tactic is not bringing the results
you desire, tailor it better.
Listen to suggestions, but sift
well before accepting.
LIBRA
1Lrl
(Sept. 24 to Oct 73) artistic,
for
day
A fine
Ilterary'and social interests. In
all things, capitalize on your
finesse. Romance favored, too.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) fnetV"
Excellent aspects encourage
clever activity, but don't set up
hazards for yourself through
impulsiveness, superfluous
unnonfruitful
moves,
dertakings.
SAGM'ARHJS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
The discerning Sagittarian
should find this period entertaining and instructive. Be
ready for new beginnings,
sharpened incentive.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi
A new goal in mind? Stop to
ascertain first what is really
required, then note HOW to
achieve it. Consult with other
good heads.
orararA
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Concentrate on things that
make you feel that life is really
worth living. In this way, you
can relieve tensions, becostamore fit to handle busy
ahead.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Why not try that new venture
if intuition tells you that the
time is ripe? If not reckless, you
could step into a brand new and
wonderful world.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with great determination, a fine intellect and a
tremendous awareness of other
persons and their needs. You
also have a lively imagination
and a great love of beauty and
tradition; could excel at almost
any of the arts but, notably, in
painting, music or literature all or any of which would bear
the stamp of your strong intellectual prowess. Other fields
which are open to you: the law,
statesmanship, education,
archeology, medicine and
landscaping. You are far more
most
self-confident than
Taureans, but try to curb
tendencies toward obstinacy
and an insistence on your own
way which, at times, labels you
as dogmatic. Birthdate of: Wm.
H. Seward,Sec'y. of State under
U.S. Pres, Abraham Lincoln;
Liberace, pianist.
SWEDISH PRICES
Prices of commodities in
Sweden, including food, rose
bIiper cent-tast year in coper
--operative shops and by 8.8
cent in privately owned
stores.

At?.

AVE ON
a
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JOHNSON'S

DIAPER
LINERS
DISPOSABLE
BOTTLES

1c,:g":03
JOHNSON'S

REG.

BABY SHAMPOO
16-oz.
Size

77

Compare
at 247

CENTURY

"
6

Compare
at 1.99
Keeps baby happy. Bicycle type seat raises and
lowers. Provides a- play
and snack area.

cosco
MINI-TUB

cosco
TOILETTE
88
Compare

53C?rnpare

at 5.99
Looks like the real thing,
helps baby learn fast.
Removable recepracle.

"THE COSCO GO-SEAT"

Just
right
for
Your
Baby!

Reg. 32.88

1197

Heavy post construction, teething rails
on all four sides, full
foot panel end with
attractive design.
Foot pedal release,
single drop side securely locks in both
Up and Down
position. Adjustable
steel springs.
NOT SHOWN:

LULLABY CRIB MODEL
RE2201 WHITE OR MAPLE
Compare
at 36.99

NOT SHOWN

BABY CARRIER
250 and
Compare

21"

MATTRESS FOR CRIB
Compare et 11.99

to

2.22

Comport. at 2.79

44

Compare
at 3.49

30 qt. size. Cover bolds all size
deodorants. Converts to wast•bask•t Whit•, yellow or
avocado

at 6.99

9.22

COSCO
WALKER

DIAPER PAIL

37

Includas tray, hi flared bock, 3w heels and furniture guards

By KANTWET

P icPciN

44

16

A-FITZ-ALL
Compe
r
;
69
10at 13.
RECLINER

iflpare
at 22.99
This play pen folds easily and is
more compact. Has nylon net sides
that help baby pull himself up,
encourages him to stand, keeps toys
in, pets out. All surfaces are nontoxic.

Flat back and seat with guard
rail. H•orry duty nylon harness
with quick r•Istas• niischonisen
Horizon blue, ebony or rawhide

Camper,
at 17.99

13.44

KIDDIE CART
By SWINGOMATIC

922

COSCO FOLDING

HIGH CHAIR

6

97

Baby's own plastic brush and
alitsb set. An ideal gift for tiv•
OM one.

Has 20-qt. capacity. Mode of h.
impactplastic Lid has built-in
deodorizer r•c•ptocle

DIAPER BAGS

333

DIAPER STACKERS
A ploc• to conveni•ntly store baby's
diop•rs Hangs onywh•rit Choose
from boy's or 13,1

at 22.90

Folding high chair has an extra high
backrest, deep-cushioned seat and back,
waist and crotch strap, and a king-size,
brushed chrome tray and footrest Comes
with chrome frame and a choice of upholstery.
NOT SHOWN:

Compa re
at 3.49

e
44 Compar
at 2.99

2

STURDY STROLLER

COSCO FOLDING

922

"SPRITE" HIGH CHAIR

Compare
at 3.99

Folding high chair hos a brushed
chrome tray and footrest, plus a waist
and crotch strop Converts to youth
Chair and will oat fold while

Rags with hing• flop top and double
handle. Houndstooth, floral, denim and
malibu prints

occupitd•

Compare
at 12.99

Lightweight frame that fits arm when not .n
use. R•rnovable infant seat for carrying
baby. Easy to fold, carry and store

4Coilinpare

cosco
DIAPER PAIL
Compare
at 59'

Compare
at /3.99

CARSEAT

Compare
at 6.99

It's a booster seat, a car seat or
a play seat. Adjustable. It goes
anywhere to keep baby happy.

HIGH CHAIR

2688

BUMPER PADS

597

TAYLOR_ ,

CHOOSE WHITE OR WALNUT
FINISH WITH HEADBOARD DESIGN

RING-A-DING

at 5.99
Polythyl•ne shell with
built-in foam pod. Removable vinyl-fabric hammock.

"
$2
VALUE

WELSH CRIB
AND MATTRESS

44 •

.

Cowper*
at 17.99

Compare
at 12.99

Corn*, wit), surivrel wheels, 3position scot with s•at pillow
pad, wire bask•t, detachable
canopy, automatic resetting Spring lock, foot broke, safety belt

STANDARD babybug
at 17.99 12.22
STROLLER

PAMPERS
OVERNIGHT
I2's
Reg. 93*
TODDLER'S
I 2's
97c
Reg. 1.17 ..
NEWBORN'S
1 27
30's
Itimp. 1.57 ..
DAYTIME
147
30's
Reg. 1.77 ..

83C

SWINGOMATIC

CANOPY SWING

44
PETERSON

5-PIECE BABY GIFT SET
44
Ault

Includes baby both with built-in
soap tray, 16-qt. size diaperette
converts to wastebasket, training cup, feeding dish-suction cup
with sections and infant carrier with
adjustable support bracket and
padded seat.

9-9 Mon.-Sat
a-tuna's

Compare
at 8.99

BANKAMERICARD

Compare
at 19.99
One hour patented safety mechanism,
padded seat bumper, washable nylon
scrim seat, large adjustable vinyl
sunshade

NOT SHOWN:
15'rninut• patented safety
ra•Chanisat. OuiV seat assemb14,
washable nylon scrim seat

Keep baby drier Ian
ger with these at a
low, low Big K price

44
Compare
at 9.99

Bel-Air Shopping Center

BANNAMERICARD
awkr•rra

Acres ofRee.-Parkiiii-

Oppurtouity--Empfoyer

753-8777
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CAPITAL IDEAS ABROAD

said one spokesman.
Asked if El I'..;ah groups
considered American as well
as Israeli embassies to be
'fair targets,:' the spokesman
replied simply.
"You are their allies."
Israel claims that U.S. and
Israeli officials have already
thwarted several bomb plots
in New York City. American
embassies as far away as
Singapore have been under
special guard in the wake of
the Palestinian "execution"
of two American diplomats
and a Belgian envoy in Khartoum. capital of Sudan,
The announced movement
of Palestinian leaders to Damascus is considered a prelude to violent reprisals for
the Beirut commando raid.
That, in turn, was a reprisal
for a Palestinian attack on the
Israeli Consulate in Nicosia,
Cyprus. Any Israeli counterblow against the Syrian capital would be much more difficult and dangerous. Unlike
Lebanon's relatively open society, Syria is strictly a police
state and one that boasts close
ties to the Soviet Union and
has substantial stores of Soviet arms.
In lightly armed Lebanon,
the Israelis have been able to
strike repeatedly with little
concern about local military
interference. The PLO sus-

IT'S
To PI

Ledger
FOR SALE OR LEASE

pects that Israeli commandos
are still hiding in Beirut. Syria poses a different situation.
An attack agatnst the Palestinians in Damascus could
quickly mushroom into a general Middle East war.
Egypt is stung by Arab critzcism that It did not respond to
the Beirut raid. It might not
he able to ignore a similar attack on Syria and still claim to
be the leader of the "war" on
Israel.
It is obvious here that a
prime Palestinian goal is another all-out Arab attack on
the Jewish state.
"The Arab countries must
face their responsibility,"
said a spokesman."There can
he no peace until Israel is de-

the
American
position
throughout the Arab world.
"The raid on Beirut," he
said, '-vras completely uncalled for. This 'eye-for-aneye' strategy must be stopped
or we face a steady escalation
of violence. A lot of innocent
people will be killed and eventually there will be a big power confrontation. I can't believe that Israel wants that
any more than we do.
"If the pressure continues
to build, we'll see more Col.
Ghaddafis emerge and no one
can predict what they would
do."
(Col. (Maarnar) Ghaddafi
is the extremist Arab leader
of Libya who is gaining increasing prominence as an
feated. And Israel can be de- advocate of war on Israel and
feated only by the over- international notoriety for his
whelming force of Arab financial support to so-called
"liberation" movements like
arms."
The PLO appears to have the Irish Republican Army.
dropped its claims that the He is threatening personal reAmerican Embassy in Beirut prisals against Israel for the
cooperated with the Israeli shooting down last February
commandos in their latest of a Libyan jetliner that
strayed over the Israel-occuraid, but conversely there is a
pied Sinai Peninsula. More
growing anger toward Israel
than 80 persons were killed.)
among Americans in the Middle East.
Hymn home
REED- CITY,
Mich,
One high-ranking U.S. official with close ties to the IUPI I— This city is the site of
White House lashed out vehe- the homestead of Reverend
mently against "arrogant" George W. Bennard who
compoeed -The Old Rugged
Israeli tactics that threaten
Croft".
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CALL
About Our
Aluminum Plates
25 each
The Ledger & Times
103 N. 4th Street
Murray, KY.
Phone 753-1916

Hospital Report

FOR RENT

, N

tLE BAILEY
WELL IT LOO '
Trie
MANUFAcTuItEg

rrehoonie.

A/;
,
6rr

40iti
(.1ifS.L.OR

S LUGGO, COME
ON OVER --- I
BAKED A PIE
FOR YOU

UGH ---THE LAST
PIE SHE BAKED
WAS

fl41SNA4,,A.Sios,

THIS PIE IS VERY
GOOD — WHAT DID
YOU DO WRONG
?

'
i

ale

S

LI
Ply

BUICK SPORTS wagon-1969,
power and air, new tires, low
mileage. Phone 753-7381 from
9:00a.m.t111 5:00p.m.
M21C
FOR SALE OR KENT

EXTRA NICE trailer, located 1
mile from college, fully carpeted,
Mayll, 1873
Early American furniture, color
ADULTS 96
TV., matching drapes and
NURSERY 4
bedspreads, air conditioned,
electric heat, underpenned. Rent
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS 6100.00 per month. Gas and water
DISMISSALS
furnished. Deposit required.
Euell David Elkins, Route 3, Couples preferred. Phone 753Murray, Richard
Wayne 7358 or 7534191.
M19C
Eldridge, Route 8, Murray,
Mrs. Francis D. Butterworth, TWO BEDROOM trailer, all
'1708 Magnolia, Murray, Mrs. electric, central air. On private
1
2 acre lot. Phone 753-4534, if no
Betty Jo Griffin, Route 7, Box /
306—A, Murray, Mrs. Joyce answer 753-6384.
M15NC
Nadine Couch, Route I,
Kirksey, Donald Ray Morgan,
-nrsir4e**"*-41"*"41-4C%
Route 3, Murray, Mrs. Nettie
k
Marie Clark, P.O. Box
37,
Hazel, Miss Amy Michelle
Can-away, Route 2, Box 210,
F
Murray, Mrs. Oma Lee Rhodes,
k
Route 1, Box 61, Sedalia. Mrs.
s
Geneva Duncan Ferguson, 1005
$1;
Sharpe, Murray, Mrs. Clothe
Pool, 306 South 16th, Murray,
s
Mrs. Gordon Ethel Calhoun, rs
%
Route 5, Murray, Mrs. Octa
118
Geurin, 103, North 8th, Murray, i
Know someone
Mrs. Nancy Ann Hill ( expired)
Route 1, Alrno.
F.4

YOUR MISSION
IS TO TRY
siAKAPUNCTURE
ON EVERYONE
IN 11-1AT
HOUSE.—

Esur THEY HAVE
EVERY TN I NO
TO BE 1-1APPY
ABOUT. THE.
r.c.01..DiNG IS
NEAT AND.
CLEAN-

44
,

-AND THEY
LOOK AS IF
THEY I-1AVE.
STEAL
JOBS

TN E
,
/
OUR
MOST
mISERABLE
PEOPLE

Aw0

MORE
MISERABLE
THAN
YOUR
DUMS?

Times *
:

Ill

MUCH MORE!!
THEY MUST
SUPPORT
OUR
BUMS—

GO TO THE COLLEGE SHOP
your

i

Formal Wear Headquarters
OVER 600 IN STOCK

No Waiting
Tuxedo Rental
A

/

gal
by !
I

ITHE
1COLLEGESHOP

I

(Across from MSU Library)
Phone 753-3242
214 Na 15th Street /
-mow

FURNISHED OR unfurnished
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
apartment, two bedrooms, fully
M
sale. C...11j carpeted. Available now. Phone
for
LOTS
COUNTRY
May 9, 1873
June 12C
Sam Harris 753-8061 or your 753-4331.
ADULTS IN
May 24C
realtor.
NURSERY 2
dryer hook up, carport, patio,
NEW BORN ADMISSIONS
CABIN, THREE rooms. On two large yard. $140.00 Phone 753lots, on mile from Cypress Creek 7550.
Mrs. Diane C. Underwood and
M15C
Baby Boy, Box 540, Murray.
Bay, 5 miles from New Concord
greetings
them
Send
I
apartment,
BEDROOM
TWO
Ky. 86,200.00. Phone 436DISMISSALS
Ml5P occupied less than one year.
Miss Patsy Sue Branlett, Box
with a Happy Ad in Opf. 5660.
Carpet, range, disposal, dish8, Hazel, Mrs. Edna K. Cunningham, Rt, 2, Box 95 Murray, 4p our Classified SectionS IN GATESBOROUGH by owner, washer, washer and dryer hook
brick home,carpeted,three large up, patio $125.00. Phone 753Mrs. Elizabeth A. Cleaver,
bedrooms, living room, den, 7550.
M15C
Cutchin,
Dexter, William Green
:
kitchen,
with built-ins, utility,
Chestnut St., Murray, Mrs.
Just call
two baths, double garage with NEW TWO bedroom apartments,
g•
Clyzell L. Falwell, Rt. 1, :4I•
storage room, patio, central heat carpet, refrigerator, range,
Murray, Herman Michael, New
16
753-19
and air, nice lot. Immediate digpn.al, dishwasher, washerConcord, Mrs. Vicki Jan
your adiai possession. Phone 753-8742 after
place
to
Roberts, 406½ ilth St., Murray,
5:00 p.m.
M17C FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
Ronald Joe Robinson, Hazel,
living room, kitchen, bathroom
Shepherd,
Miss Melinda Jane
:41:
1
!flks ONE ACRE on Blood River Bay, and
shower and bath. One or two
Rt. 1, Hazel, Mrs. Ruby Molene
Kentucky
off
across
Lake,
from
Ledger
Steely, Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs.
Lakewav Shores and Panorama bedrooms. Zimmerman ApartShirley Ann Tabers, 1819 Kir&
Shores. Good private location. ments, South 16th Street, 753wood Dr., Murray, Mrs. Reba
June 15C
Adjoining T.V.A. boundary. 6609,
Alexander, Hardin, Howard
$6,000.00. Phone 436-2427 or 753REAL NICE mobile home, 10'
Bruce Pice, Lakeview Cottages,
8997,June 5P
and 12' wide. Apply in person only
Concord,
Mrs.
New
PEST CONTROL
Nell Anglon Maness, 717 Riley
HOUSE AND lot in Almo Phone after 5:00 p.m. at 413 Sycamore
Ct., Murray, Mrs. Roma Lee 'FOR THE best in pest control 753-5472.
-M15C Street.
Dodson, 911 Coldwater Rd., service and termite control call
BY OWNER: three bedroom TWO
BEDROOM unfurnished
Murray, Luther J. Atkins, Box Superior Exterminating Combrick, 11
/
2 baths, family room,
25, Puryear, Tenn.
pany, 753-7288.
TFC fully carpeted, all electric. Five duplex amrtment, central heat
air, ceramic tile bath with
miles west of Murray in Lynn- and
shower. Carpet throughout, builtwood
Heights. Immediate in oven. $125.00 per
month. Phone
Mario to YselesSOSS Purl*
possession. Phone 753-5609 or 753M16C
753-7850.
POOR
70000
POE
5469 after 5:00 p,m.
issued se
ACROSS
M15C
00M1
0OR
ev.dence of
IOMORM OE OTO
13,opsy an to 4
1 Indonesl
debt
TRI-LEVEL four bedroom, extra ONE BEDROOM furnished
beerier
OMNI' OgUOM
6 Printer $
POOOGIMPA RN
large rooms, central heat and air apartment, near college. Phone
measure
M16C
00003 03M 000 I gas), good well, 9 miles from 753-5079.
7 Parent Icollod)
e)"."'
arCrentef
19
2 C
8 Dye plant
03 MOE 000 00
Murray,
5
minutes
from
lake.
Ipol
MOO
9 Soak
ama
00OPP
FURNISHED APARTMENT,710
13 Citrus Mot
Phone 436-2205 after 5:30 p.m.
10 Reverence
MB aMOMPORa
14 remake thee°
11 Pronoun
MORRO MROM
June 4C V2 Poplar (rear). All utilities
16 Mane
furnished. $100.00 per month.
Oki OD 0M0000
the
nickname
MO DOOM WOM
n
espect
BY OWNER; three bedroom Phone Lynnville 382-2299. M17C
:
po
Pminc.
ol
v
t
ineew
Ampre
Titte
:17
5
21
229
18 LOC.S110113
00
IMMO
P000 brick
20 Psf100 01 thee
house, air conditioned,
Chinese mile
22 Condiment
49 Vehicle
32 Cry
carpeted and has a big lot with THREE BEDROOM country
23 Detested
33 American
50
Eggs
::::ino
ion
agc
en
chain link fence. A real buy at home, dishwasher, gas range,
25 Nkrov
esseylist
24 New
51 Drees border
35 Judgment
26 City in The
52 Cloth measure 819,000.00 and mortgage can be carpeted, air conditioned, Phone
weight
French
article
of
39
27 Une
Nethenands
54 Flap
40 Skill
assumed with a sizeable down 436-2266.
M17C
28 Hypotheticai
55 GoSek letter
41 Copied lay...
046
okice
31 So
• IOWA
payment. Can be seen at 1605
56 Lim'
44 Fondle
in
away
32
34 FlurLs un
29 Jumps
UNFURNISHED
TWO
46 Units of energy
50 Babylonian
bedroom
Catalina Drive or phone 753-4869
30 Fies.ckie
48 VaSt *WS
deity
house with garage. One block
after 4:00p.m.
M21C
t7eus.cro
French
ki
west of MSU campus. Available
pc0,4
35
6O
3
Iffill 3 in A
5 6
7
9 ?Ant 1
BY OWNER; two wooded lots, June 1. Couple preferred. Phone
*13
17
37 E xcI arnation
Sharpe Street, beside park, near 753-0612 after 1:00 p.m. M19NC
M
^4.17•Is
is
la
schools, shopping
....m
center, FURNISHED
41 Son.an
6..•.
APARTMENT,
maie
university. Phone (608)549k Twri
2 Poradse
3
48
ain
21
.X.'
.X.:
X.:.
:40.&•igla.:al
nicely furnished, air conditioned
2494.
:445,44r.•:.11..•..me
'
4•WO:
4
0
.
June
18C
ticket
Free
f"
8/50.00 per month. Phone 436-2323
44
3 9.
46 Compass point
or 436-2427.
M 18C
Welt
Woody
47
31
MUSIC
sp.cx
lick
6
43
9 -S
UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom
PIANO TUNING and Repair.
house, one block from campus.
57 Hat?
Jerry Cain,' 753-8712. Ftegistereld
56 Pick out
Stove and refrigerator ftirnIshed
80 Devoured
craftsman Piano Technician
1110.00 per month. Available now
61 MO* areal
,Guild.
TFC Phone 753-7802, if no
82 Shuts noisey
'answer
63 Prone:Krim ,
ilip 5 46 re 47 141
14::;•
:t..A
phone 753-4099.
M21C
,
0"›e!'gmAZ PIANO
bowN
TUNING—Repairrebuilding.
Prompt expert THREE BEDROOM
1 Snake
unfurashed
59
Se
'Nci'MI
1 Greek letter
service. 15 years experience.
house with stove, located 107
AM
3 Beard of grain
Rebuilt
pianos
for
6!
sale. Ben W. North 17th.
4 Verve
Available July I.
Pk::
:all
1111
Dyer, Murray, Kentucky,, Phone
5 Cartibtals
8125.00 per month. Phone 753mtr. by UnIt
FraIl,,. Syndicate. Inc.
753-8911.
TFC 5074.
M17C

4

II

!IL' ABNER

SERVICE STATION
for independent servi
Gasoline pumper
physical labor invol
service station a
full time and one part
consider retired indi
part time in
g •
condition. All must
dependable, be
f
responsible and •
collect 901-885-0253 or
Box 476, Union City,

BUICK RIVIERA-1964. $525.00.
Phone 767-4463.
MI7P

I

•—

SALESMAN WANTE
company, largest in I.
to promotion
has
opening. 312,000.00 f
potential. Group I.
company paid re
company car
opportunity. Must be
age, married and se
Orkin Exterminating
Paducah 4424251 be
a.m. and 5:00 p.m
terview.

FORD WAGON 1967, automatic,
power steering and brakes, 51,000
miles. Phone 7534512.
M17C

nama

NANCY

HELP WANTE

FORD FAIRLANE 1964 and 1953
Ford. Cheap. Phone 753607.
M16C

Crossword Puzzle

Atl?f
:rce
/7
.
qrs

FOR RENT

CADILLAC 1970 Sedan DeVWe,
jet black with black vinyl top,
climate control air conditioning,
power windows and 6 way power
seats, automatic door locks and
head light dimmer. AM-FM
radio, turbo hydriunatic transmission, power brakes a,nd
steering, new tires. Sacrifice—
$3150.00. Phone 4364485,
M17C

The

il1,1110

MANUFACTURERWILL RAVE
TROUBLE
CONVERTING
TO PEACETIME
PRODUCTION

FOUR ROOM house and 6 bay
clean up shop, located South 12th
Street, Murray. Contact Used
Car Exchange, 220 Tyson Ave.,
Paris,Tennessee, phone 642M21C

143

•

50ME OF
OUR wARTINke

AUTOS FOR SALE

who'll soon
celebrate a
birthday?

ettti;
beftiJ

•

OPP.. WE NEARD A NEWSCAST ABOUT VAAIPWES
II K040/190,..
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•

Mideast guerrillas warn
of wider confrontation
By RAY McHUGH
Copley News Service
BEIRUT — The Palestinian
guerrilla organization is moving .its headquarters from
Beirut to Damascus in Syria
and the prospect is for more
bloody confrontations with Israel and perhaps with the
United States.
In fact, Arab nations themselves may feel the guerrillas'
fanatic frustration.
The April raid by Israeli
commandos on Palestinian
headquarters in Beirut has
had obvious effects. Only a
few months ago it was possible to meet easily with representatives of the Palestine
Liberation Organization in the
comfortable lobbies of Beirut's best hotels — the Phoenicia, St. George or Vendome.
No more.
Today the Palestinians insist on elaborate security precautions, even personal
search before they will meet
with Western newsmen they
have known for years.
But once the "formalitieshave been observed the message from PLO spokesmen is
loud and clear:
Their war against Israel
will continue and will grow
more international in scope.
"There is no reason to think
that our operations will not
extend to the United States,"

a, 1973
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WANTED: TWO N
struotors for the
College Associate I
sing Program. M
Master's degree
Salary based on
qualifications. For
information, con
Dorothy Meeks, D
Nursing, Kaskaski
Centralia, Illinoi
telephone 618-632-1981.

WANT TO B
BUYER OF
also logs, pulp wood.
4147.
WANTED. ANTIQ
treasurers in excelle
Write giving details
Cadiz,Ky. 42211.
WILL BUY or trade
used guns, or ner
laying hens. Phone
16C
200' OF chain—link f
7534765.
WANT TO BUY
Phone 489-2651.
WANT TO BUY hay
rake. Phone 753-0773
p.m.
WANT TO BUY;
equipment in good co
desks, two chairs,
machines and two
Phone Glen Starks,
2753.
LOST & FO
LOST BLONDE f
shepherd, in vicini
Heights. Phone 7
4705.
LOST WHTTE part
spits male dog with
and flea collar.
name of Cognac.
night. Reward ii.
753-3511 days or
6:00p.m.
NOTICE

SE

19
One M
Mu)!
&I
St
* ELE

Bob
County
Dedicated—Law
Paid Pol. Ad., pa
S.9th Str

All busin
City of M
business
motor vehic
All licenses
cent (10 per
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IT'S EASY

_

To Pldce Your
Ledger & Times...
HELP WANTED

WA NT-ADS

HELP WANTED

SALESMAN WANTED; national
•
company, largest in its field, due •
HELP WANTED
has immediate •
to promotion
▪ $550 - $650 per month
opening. 312,000.00 first year • starting salary for 2
potential. Group insurance, ▪
e representatives to
company paid retirement, •
• represent large Kentucky
company car banished. A career • Corporation.
•
opportunity. Must be 21 years of • -No overnight travel
•
age, married and settled. Call • -Medical insurance
Orkin Exterminating Company, •
▪ -Vacations
Paducah 442-8261 between 8:00 1. -Stock options
infor
a.m. and 5;00 p.m.
• -Retirement plan
MIsC •
terview.
• available for you. The
•
• people we are seeking must
SERVICE STATION manager
following
the
•
• meet
station.
for independent service
•
qualifications.
Gasoline pumper only. No •
e -Over 21 years of age
physical labor involved. Also •
-Local resident
•
one
attendants,
service station
•
full time and one part time. Will ▪ -111inimum High School
▪ education
consider retired individual for •
good physical • -Successfully pass appart time in
titude test
condition. All must be neat,
financially •
dependable, be
•
Contact Mr. Smiley
responsible and bonable. Phone •
•
Holiday Ina, Murray
▪
collect 901-885-0253 or write P.O. •
Wednesday, May 16
Box 476, Union City, Tenn. M17C •
•
10 a.m. to p.m.
•oo
WANTED: TWO Nursing Instructors for the Kaskaskia
College Associate Degree Nur- WANTED CARETAKER for
sing Program. Must have New Concord Cemetery. For
Master's degree in Nursing. information call Bruce Ferguson
Salary based on experience and 436-2217 or C.I. McCuiston 753qualifications. For additional ,3175
M15P
information, contact Mrs.
Dorothy Meeks, Director of
Nursing, Kaskaskia College,
NOTICE
62801,
Centralia, Illinois,
M17C
618-532-1961.
telephone
othwatermq Steak .
t.
other% Taste Lik.
%la,
F akes.!
Our 8 oz Omaha Salo°,
5',-q 92 69 on Smc.al Mon
Tue‘, K VVed SI $9
TRIANGLIF INN
It,1

WANT TO BUY
BUYER OF Standing Umber,
also logs, pulp wood. Phone
June 4C
4147.
WANTED ANTIQUES and
treasurers in excellent condition.
Write giving details to Box 637,
June 7C
Cadiz, Ky. 42211.

* ELECT *

DOT PHILLIPS
County Court Clerk
Clerk's Office open on Sat.
and the noon hour
Vote No. 2 on the Ballot"

WILL BUY or trade old guns,
used guns, or nes guns. Will buy
laying hens. Phone 753-6940. May
16C

Pol Ad paid by D Phillips,
1307 Overbey, Murray, Ky.

200'OF chain-Ilnk fence. Phone
MAC
753-5765.

NOTICE

Another View

WANT TO BUY; used office
equipment in good condition. Two
desks, two chairs, two adding
machines and two typewriters.
Phone Glen Starks, 753M21C
2753.
LOST & FOUND

If You

Miss Your Paper
Please Phone
Your
Paper Carrier
First

LOST BLONDE female German
shepherd, in vicinity of Almo
Heights. Phone 753-8348, or 753M17C
4705.
LOST WHITE part poodle-part
spitz male dog with black collar
Answers to
and flea collar.
name of Cognac. Lost Saturday
night. Reward offered. Phone
753-3611 days or 753-9218 after
M17C
6700p.m.

If No Results:
Phone

753-1916
Before 5:00 p.m.,
Then
After 5:30 p.m. and
Until 6:30 p.m.

753-7278

NOTICE

COME OUT TODAY AND
SEE OUR FINE LINE OF

1973 Datsun
CARS & TRUCKS
One May Be Just Right for You!

Murray Datsun, Inc.
Phone 753-7114

So. 12th St

* ELECT *

Miller
Bob Your
County Judge
Dedicated-Lawyer -Trustworthy
Paid Pol. Ad., paid by Bob Miller,
S.9th Street, Murray

NOTICE
All business privilege and- vehide licenses for the
City of Mukay expired May 1. This applies to each
all
business operated within the City of Murray and to
motorbikes.
and
Motitireyeies
including
mote' vehicIes,
ten per
All licenses become delinquent on June 1, and a
cent(10 per cent) penalty will be added on that date

,

FOR SALE

Candidates For Election
MAYOR
John Ed Scott
Buel Stalls

-.11PBELE HOME, 8'346', two
bedrooms. Extra nice and priced
right. Phone 753-0141 after 6:00
Ml5P
p.m.

PROPERTY VALUATION
ADMINISTRATOR
Charles E. Hale

RIDING MOWER,10 H.P. Huffy,
32" cut, two months old.
Warranty still good and transferrable. Phone 753-0141 after
M15P
6:00p.m.

CITY PROSECUTOR
Don Overby
CITY JUDGE
William B. Harris
Stephen C. Sanders
COUNTY ATTORNEY
Sid Easley
SHERIFF
T.G. (Ted) Alexander
Earl T. Futrell
Hafford James
Charles D. Kemp
Guy McCuiston
John B. Watson
Maurice Wilson
COUNTY COURT CLERK
Marvin Harris
Dorothy Phillips
COUNTY JUDGE
Roger Jones
Hall McCuiston
Robert 0. Miller
John C. Neubauer
George Weeks
JAILER
Huel ) Wimpy) Jones
Rupert Maynard
Garvin Phillips
J.D. Rogers

753-1916

COUCH AND chair, needs
recovering. Best offer. Phone 753M15C
4109.

"V.A-4015 13EING INVESTIGATED, AND WHAT
HAZARDOUS TO OUR HEALTH 'TODAY?"
NOTICE
EARN $8,000 PLUS per year.
Work train home and back each
day. National Company. Individuals with limited experience. Send name, address
and phone number to F.B.
Hargis, Box 1125, Henderson, Ky.
42420.
Ml8P
LIZ-FORGET St. Tropes. We'll
have more fun at the new Red
Geranium Village at Lake
Barkley on Memorial day.
M17C
Richard.
RAY'S LOUNGE, South Fulton,
your
Tennessee. We want
business. Come have a good time
with us and relax. Open every
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
rate. Always have good name
bands. All ages can dance. You'll
like our music. Open 7:00 p.m.
Cover $2.00 each. The inn place to
relax.
June 18C

SERVICES OFFERED

PAINTING
Interior & Exterior

John Yates
and

Mike Smith
For Estimate
Phone 436-2173

boat,
STUERY
1972-16'
fiberglass cruiser with wide
beam, 65 H.P. Johnson loop
charger motor, 1500 Campacity
sterling trailer, with spare tire
and wheel. Walk through windshield, convertible top, side
curtains and back drop. Used 6
hours. Many extras. U.S. Coast
Guard inspected and approved
for 1973. Reason for sale on account of illness. $2850.00. Phase
MAC
753-7536.
"NEVER USED anything like
it," says users of Blue Lustre
cleaner. Rent electric shampooer $1.00. Big K, Belaire
MiSC
Shopping Center,
LATE MODEL boat, beautiful
condition. Complete for $1850.00.
Phone 753-6262. You must see.
May 21C
STARCRAFT CAMPERS. Shasta
and Golden Falcon, travel
trailers. Phone 753-6650. May 31C

FOR SALE

1 OR SALE

YARDat SALE
JANE'S ATTIC
103 North 13th Street

Tuesday and Wednesday
May 15 & 16 - 9:30 to 5:30

FOR SALE
1972 Model
Tidecraft Runabout
with walk thru windshield. 1972 Model, 65 Horse-power
Evenrude Engine, with trailer.
$2500.00 Complete
Financing Available
Phone 753-7865 or 753-5079

‘ci%‘

'Foe

8-TRACK

TAPES
Reg.oniuy t
vir1
9
9W ith Purchase
.
$299
of 2 or 3 Tapes
This Week Only!!

TV Service Center
Central Shopping Center

CUTLER 71, york and dare seed
soybeans. Broadbent Seed
Company, Cadiz, Ky., Phone 235- ANTIQUE WAGON seat spring
M15C board, good condition, $50.00.
5182.
M15C
Phone 489-2579.
ONE WEEK special-Scissors,
TESTED,
and pinking schears, sharpened PERFORMANCE
guitar,
only 39 cents per pair. At Murray Simmental, Maine-Anjou, TRUE-TONE used
Brown Swiss, $70.00 for guitar and. Good
Sewing Center, your Singer Limousin and
breeding age bulls for sale. shape. Phone Dennis Linsin at
dealer, Belair Shopping CenM19C Broadbent Farms, Cadiz, Ky., North Point Standard, 753-0345 or
ter.
1)1115C
phone days 235-5182 or nights, 235- 753-0593.
M15C
5170.
CARPET
CLEANING21" BRIGGS & Stratton engine
Professional. Commercial or
residential at reasonable prices. HAY BAILER and hay rake, mower, $49.88. 5 H.P. tiller,
Free esstimate. Will furnish hay conditioner. Phone W.T. Briggs St Stratton engine with
power reverse, $147.88. 5 H.P.
references. Phone Handyman, Kingins, New Concord,436& Stratton
753-5827.
M18NC 5622.
M17NC riding mower, Briggs
engine, $258.95. 7 H.P. riding
SINGER zig mower, Briggs & Stratton engine,
PAINTING. EXTERIOR, in- DEMONSTRATOR
In- $323.95. 7 H.P. mower, electric
-$48.00.
balance
full
zag,
terior. Commercial or residenat start, Briggs & Stratton engine,
only
One
case.
carrying
tial. All work quality guaranteed. cludes
$399.95. Roby Sales , Highway 68,
model.
For free estimates phone Sam- this price. Discontinued
June 11C
Benton, Ky.
Center,
Sewing
Murray
at
See
&
Painting
Atkins
mie
dealer,
approved
Singer
Decorating, Hardin, Ky., 437- your
M16C
June 7C Belair Shopping Center.
Montgomery Ward
4534.

Phone 753-5865

MP-175-DIESEL-pod
1175
condition $2995.00. Case
1973Jan
diesel-New
new warantee till 1974, big tires
CORONER
front and rear and dual hyd.
Max Churchill
valves-mounted blade with Dual
Max E. Morris
Hyd.Cyls. $7995.00. Case 1030 new
in 1970-low hours-dual valvesSTATE
Big front and rear tires-factory.
REPRESENTATIVE
car, $4995.00. Ford 861 gasKenneth C. Imes
plow-disc.Shaft-steering
Cultivator Loader $1996.00. INCToday's Special!
503 Hydrostatic drive combinehas all extras deluxe machinetwo crops $475.00. MF-300-13 •
REPAIR SPECIAL on all make
Demonstrator, 2-dr.
feet-All extras nice small (
sewing machines. General
machine $2950.00. INC 203-10
servicing and adjust tension only
hardtop, has all the
feet.-Cab Reel, real nice small
$5.75, plus parts, at Murray
equipment that can
farm machine $1850.00. Deere 45
Sewing Center, your Singer
Hi-Lo New belts and chains-210
dealer, Belair Shopping Cenbe bought on a
M19C
Corn unit $1950.00. 10 ft. Brilliow
ter.
Chevrolet. 454 V-8
Roller harrow $575.00. INC 511 5
BTM 16" plow $575.00. MF-3 14
motor, dark red,
SERVICE OFFERED
trip beam plow $295.00. IHC-4 row
neutral interior,
1203 Chestnut
Cultivator $550.00.
scratcher
CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY COMPARE, SAVE Seamless
Sale. Wednesday only
neutral top, 10,640
INC 6 row Scratcher Cultivator
steam cleaned. Phone Carpet aluminum gutters. Atkins Gutter
Returned
10 percent off all
$695.00. IHC 8 row Scratcher
TFC
C;oods
miles. List '6028
Master 489-2504.
REPAIR
Installation. "Financing
Cultivator and 8 raw wheel
Open till 7 00 P M
753or
available". Phone 753-8407
Selling Price $4675
Number 58 planter both have end
your
Let us repair
May 23NC
R& R ASPHALT Paving. Quality 8992.
transport-Demo-Both $2450.00.
glass
wood,
boat,
damaged
CITY COUNCIL
T.V. ANTENNA, $10.00. Phone Woods 13 ft. fold wing mower
guaranteed. Business and
or metal, small or large work
Ward A
M17C
Free estimates TROLLING MOTOR, Super 753-0996.
residential.
$995.00. Arnco 8 ft. offset Disc.
boats.
Rex Alexander
Phone day or night Mayfield 247- Motor Guide, variable control,
$695.00. Deere 4 row rotary hoe
H. Ed Chrisman
TFC less than 6 months old. Will sell FURNITURE: VERY beautiful $225.00. 2 Row 3 ft. Rotary hoe
Call 436-2211 or
7201.
Jo Crass
for $100.00. Phone 753-, m15Nc five piece dinette set, unusual. $65.00. Krause 13 ft disc. $295.00
753-0224
Art Lee
Like new. Very wonderful FTO
PAINTING-HOMES, churches, 3570.
Manure spreader $165.00.
Herbert Perry
Whirlpool refrigerator with net.
prices
Reasonable
commercial.
spray rig-3000 gallon
Trailer
A. refrigerated volume of 13.1
James Pete Rutledge
and guaranteed quality. For free TRUCK LOAD sale Thomas
tank. Squeeze pump and
10,000
7'
buy,
conditioners.
Good
new.
air
like
Edison
feet,
cubic
Phillip Tibbs
detailed written estimate call
premerge both fert or spray with
BTU,$184.25. 17,000 BTU,$233.00. long pretty 3 cushion davenport.
Dave Willis
this unit $595.00.
PROFESSIONAL POODLE and Clayton & Jarvis at 437-4712 20,000 BTU, $280.62. 23,000 BTU,
Leaving Murray this week. Few
Co.
Machinery
Freeman
Schnauzer clipping and grooming Wadesboro )
$235.00. 26,000 BTU,$318.40. Roby more miscellaneous garage sale
-d
.116e
5P
Jim
apBy
Distributor. Phone
touch.
Whosesale
with a personal
Benton,
68,
Main.
West
Highway
1613
Sales,
items left to sell.
William R. Furches
Tenn.
Troy
pointment. Lyn Ddrin, phone 753- ASPHALT PAVING-driveways, Kentucky.
June 11C1 753-9288.
M17P 901-932-2151,
Melvin Henley
M16C
Jane DIP parking lots, seal coating. For
4881.
Jerry Henry
free estimate phone Joe Ford LARGE BABY bed, used very BABY FURNITURE, all like
Marshall Jones
DAVID KELLER teaching Construction
Company, little. Phone 498-8474.
M15C brand new. Also little girl's LABRADOR PUPS. Phone 753Ronald Jones
swimming lessons, 1°2 hour a day, Mayfield, 247-6937.
May 30C
M21C
clothes, size 6 to 12 months, like 7940 after 5:00 p.m.
Koenen
Howard
5 days a week for one month
M17C
tobacco
Holland
ROW
Phone
753-5242.
new.
ONE
Paul Mansfield
brush
M21C WILL DO trash and
Phone 753-4498.
15' CHEROKEE ski boat, 75 H.P.
setter, perfect condition. Priced
Hugh Thomas Rushing
hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
Evinrude motor, $850.00. Phone
poodle
toy
Russell,
at
REGISTERED
J.C.
$125.00.
sell
MCC
to
Gerald Tabers
TFC
M17C
753-8420.
FOR ALL your additions- 753-6130.
each.
$45.00
M15C
old,
8
weeks
puppies,
phone
436-2149.
Fred Workman
remodeling, residential or
M17C
Phone
753-2729.
Pest
and
TERMITE
Stephen L. Yarbrough
commercial. New or old. Free KELLY'S
16 NICE PIGS, wormed, weaned
BELTONE FACTORY fresh
TFC Control, phone 753-3914 100 South
and castrated. Phone 753-1348 or
estimates. Call 753-6123.
MAGISTRATE NO. 1
aid
for
all
make
hearing
batteries
trailer
tent
Apache
MODEI.
72
13th Street, "Every day you
M17C
753-9390
nights.
Charles Tommy Bogard
aids.
M16C
Wallis
hearing
Drugs.
Phone
six.
with canopy. Sleeps
their way."
ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service. delay lets bugs have
Cleo Colson
753-1380.
TFC
TFC
Phone Paris,642-6551.
DECORATE YOUR home,
Wayne Flora
M17P SOY BEAN seed, Hoods grown
from certified seed. Apcottage, or commercial building
Carroll Guy
.JERRRY'S REFINISHING St
with Coronado Stone. For 1968 MODEL runabout with 60 proximately 20 Bushel. $10.00 per
Jimmy Pritchett
Custom Built Furniture,,trniles
fireplaces, exterior or interior H.P. Johnson motor and trailer. bushel. Phone John D. Calhoon
Joe Ed Pritchett
M17C
South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
walls. Contact Coronado Stone of Has sun roof and skiing equip- 436-2368.
Route ment. Phone 753-3376.
Jerry McCoy, owner. (502) 492Tenn.,
Paris,
M17NC
MAGISTRATE NO. 2
TFC
TWO SIAMESE kittens, one male
8837.
1, Springville, Tenn. Phone 593Gil G. Hopson
and one female. $10.00 each.
17C
May
3005
or
15,000
593-3534.
R,
AIR CONDITIONE
K.B. McCuiston
M17C
Complete
BTU,Frigidaire. As good as new. Phone 753-8010.
PAINTING: Willie's Interior dr
J.C. Russell
cleaner
carpet
PROVEN
THE
Free
p.m.
5:30
Painting.
after
Phone
753-1467
Exterior
Remodeling
HONDA 1970 SL100, good conBlue Lustre is easy on the budget. M17P
estimates. Phone 753-4832, 8:00
MAGISTRATE NO, 3
dition. For further information
Restores forgotten colors. Rent
a.m. to 4:00 p.m. or 753-7484, after
Ralph Bogard
electric shampooer $1. Kwik-Pik BEAUTIFUL ARC registered toy phone 753-3557 after 6:00 p.m.
June 5C
4:00p.m.
Dan Dunn
M19C poodle puppies,• 8 weeks old, M21C
Market,Five Points.
Lennis Hale
753-0961
CLEANING;
AL
black, silver and white. All male
PROFESSION
Winchester
Pat
Joe
Take your pick for $50.00. Also
CARD OF THANKS
carpets, furniture, floors and SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING &
black toy poodle P-2 year old THREE HIVES of bees. Phone
walls. Service Master, all you Electric. Repairs made on all jet
M17C
MAGISTRATE NO. 4
male, and a beautiful female toy 489-2316.
need to know about cleaning. and submersable well pumps. 24
Charles Dan Bazzell
Phone Mayfield collect 247-7333. hour
service. The family of Cecil T. Dunn Pekingese breeder. Will takt
emergency
June 5C
William H. Brown
take this op- $40.00 for either one of these KIRBY VACUUMS--The shag
Authorized Myers dealer. Phone would like to
all of our kind Phone 753-4469.
thank
to
portunity
Donald Keller
M 15C rug specialist that adjusts to any
May 31C
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank 753-5543.
carpet. New and used vacuums
neighbors and friends for their
Charles Edward Windso
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
jer sale. For demonstration
Henry M. Young
WILL DO any type of carpenter words, of sympathy, food, cards,
-jobs. New letters, telegrams and flowers. EXTRA NICE 300 watt bass rtone Mike Hutchens, your local,
JOHN'S REPAIR Service. work. Large or small
753The help of God and all of our amplifier Also large column with ;Kirby distributor 753-0752 or 753... •
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and or remodeling Phone
Compliments of
May19C
May 30C friends helped us through our 2 heavy duty 15" bass speakers. 0359.
carpentry. Phone 7534897 days or ,7955
hour of bereavment. A special Cost over $400.00, will sacrifice
TFC
753-7625 nights.
thanks to Rev. C.E. Timberlake, for $150.00 for complete set. Can GEESE, DUCKS, Bantams,
WILL. DO aluminum siding, and the Rutledge Funeral Home. see and try it out anytime. Bring
Chicks, young and old, fancy and
BULLDOZER WORK; trucking.
roofing, guttering on homes. Pearl Dumas
your own guitar or I have a nice old favorites Hubert Alexander,
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
Phone 753-8783 for free
Holly Willis
Fender bass guitar you can use three miles south Sedalia, 328S. 12th
Phone 71131117
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138.
M21P Emma Rutledge
estimates.
1TP Phone 753-4469.
MI5(' 8563
M17P
TFC
p.m.
or 354-8161, after 5:00

1973 Caprice

FREE BOOT give away, every
WANT TO BUY milk goats. Friday (women's, men's or
MIK girl's), at Vernon's Boot-Shoe &
Phone 489-2651.
'Western Store and Shoe Repair.
WANT TO BUY hay mower and Corner of Sycamore & 4th. TFC
rake. Phone 753-9773 after 5:00
M17C
p.m.

Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at ...

BOAT

Fleming-Go Marina

, •Papering
•Painting
•Panelling
•Ceiling Tile
Home
fl3lEEESTIMATE
Houghton

Dwain Taylor
Chevrafrot
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